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Thu 30 Aug
GRAND OPENING
CEREMONY 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

What We Call Cookies
(Natalie Hobbs) 2 mins 
Exploring various British stereotypes held by
Americans played out by motifs that are iconicly
American. Comedy.

Big Society (Nick Scott) 7 mins
An officer in the British army questions what it means
to fight for your country when he sees his hometown
rife with antisocial behaviour. Mock doc satire.

Glick’s Last Tour
(John Henry Owen) 16 mins
The fortunes and misfortunes of Nathan Baldwin and
Mr Glick as they traverse the last remains of the
seaside entertainment circuit. Comedy.

Home (Constantine Gras) 5 mins
Elegiac exploration of the last house demolished for
the construction of the Westway. Art.

Mug (Oliver Lee) 2 mins
The con of a con artist. Thriller.

Zombeez (James Atkins) 1 min
Comedic deodorant commercial in a grindhouse style.
Comedy.

The Spirit Of Portobello
(Joey Skye) 25 mins
Portobello is more than a road, it is a state of mind.
This film captures that and the forces that challenge it.
Documentary.

Act Of Memory (Jack Ryder) 13 mins
Jack Ryder’s first film as a director is based on the
short story by Mary Grace Dembeck. The film is set in
England in 1948. The cast includes Claire Skinner,
Owen Teale and Anna Massey. Family.

8pm

docoBANKSY (docoBANKSY) 58 mins
“Who is Banksy”…the identity of the Bristolian art
prankster is so far away from being the point
anymore that it’s likely to elict nothing more than an
eye roll from those in the know.

Big Fat Gypsy Gangster
(Ricky Grover) 90 mins
After 16 years at Her Majesty’s Pleasure, Britain’s
hardest man is released from prison. Comedy.
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30 Aug – 16 Sept 2012

PORTOBELLO
FILM FESTIVAL

Welcome to the 17th Portobello Film
Festival. This year is non-stop new
London and UK films at the Pop Up
and a feast of international movies at
Westbourne Studios. 
It’s all very well watching films on the
internet but nothing beats the live
independent frontline film experience.
We look forward to welcoming film
makers and general public alike to
enjoy the best film festival in the world
- and it’s all free!

Art at
Portobello
Film Festival
2012
Westbourne Studios courtyard and Pop Up
Cinema throughout the Festival, plus 7–19th at
The Muse Gallery – see page 18 for details.

POP UP CINEMA
Act Of Memory – 30 Aug

3 ACKLAM ROAD, W10 5TY
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Director – Jonathan Barnett
Programmer – Alan Smithee
Coordinator – Leona Flude
Troubleshooter – Hugh Gulland
Website – Thomas Szabo
Subscriptions – Geoff Mann
Technician – Greg Edwards
Press – Ken Macdonald
Thanks to Michael Wilson (Mountgrange Heritage), Busola Kehinde
(RBKC Early Years), John Hampson (RBKC Arts), Tony Elliott
(TimeOut), Tim Burke (Pop Up Cinema), Mark Blyth (Westbourne
Studios), Ros Sinclair (GWS), Anne Windsor (The Muse) and all the
film makers and volunteers without whom none of this would be
possible.

Portobello Film Festival, Unit 11, ACAVA, 
54 Blechynden Street, London, W10 6RJ
020 8960 0996 or e-mail pff@btopenworld.com 

ALTERNATIVE 
LONDON FILM
FESTIVAL
POP UP CINEMA
3 ACKLAM ROAD, W10 5TY
30 August page 1
Grand Opening Ceremony
with The Spirit Of Portobello, docoBANKSY, 
and a new film from Ricky Grover

31 August 2
Just For You London
up and coming directors inc Greg Hall & Wayne G Saunders

1 September 2
Are You Local?
West London film makers

2 September 3
London Calling: From The Westway To
The World
4 September 3
House OF Art
rare film of David Hockney and Bob & Roberta Smith

Weekend Family Film Shows 4
4 FREE features for kids
5 September 5
Horror: Be Very Afraid
6 September 5
Having a Laugh
A night of brand new London & UK Comedy films

7 September 6
London Babylon
Music, films, Julien Temple’s London-Modern Babylon

8 September 6
UK Indie Showcase
brand new UK indie films inc Makers Our Story

9 September 6
Thriller In The Bella
Non stop London & UK Thrillers 

11 September 7
Dramas & Portobello Goes Gay
featuring best new shorts inc Shades of Beige w/ Michelle Dockery,
a short programme of gay movies inc Tandem, and Same Life

12 September 7
London Stories
13 September 8
Dreaming Of A Better World
An evening of documentaries from a new world perspective inc
Dean Puckett’s Crisis In Civilization

14 September 8
The Word On The Street
Documentaries about the Angola 3, Mark Duggan, and Heathcote
Williams on the Royal Family

15 September 8
Virgin Media Shorts Showcase 
& Animation Station
The best in contemporary UK animation and the shortlist for the
Virgin Media very short film competition

16 September 8
Grand Awards Ceremony 
of Portobello Film Festival 2011 
Festival team’s and the public’s favourites from 2012 from 6.30
followed at 8.30 by the awarding of Golden Trellicks sculpted by top
street artist Zeus to the best films. 10 categories. 10 Trellies!

GWS – GREAT
WESTERN STUDIOS
65 Alfred Road, W2 5EU
5, 7, 14 September 16
Art, Architecture and Fashion 

PORTOBELLO
INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL
WESTBOURNE
STUDIOS
242 ACKLAM ROAD, W10 5JJ
31 August page 9
International Shorts Introduction
1 September 9
German Night
2 September 10
International Feature Films
3 September 11
Turkish & Canadian Showcase
4 September 11
British & USA State Of The Movie Art
5 September 11
Films from and about Israel 
6 September 11
TV Collective Showcase 
Urban & Internet focus with Courttia Newland

7 September 12
Sketches In Spain 
8 September 12
Born In The USA more movies from the US

9 September 13
More Wonderful Spanish Films 
10 September 14
International Extravaganza  
11 September 14
Italian new movie showcase 
12 September 14
French Films an evening of Gallic culture

13 September 14
English & International   
14 September 15
Michael Horovitz, Spanish Showcase 
& VIDEO CAFE
15 September 15
Italy Shortlisted & VIDEO CAFE
16 September 15
VIDEO CAFÉ 2pm–6pm
Video Cafe listing 16

THE TABERNACLE
POWIS SQUARE, W11 2AY
5, 6, 7 September 17
Caribbean Film Corner

THE MUSE
269 Portobello Rd, W11 1LR
7-19 September 18
Outside In – Urban Group Show

TOM VAGUE WRITES page 19
Portobello Road is the centre of the universe

Entry to all events if FREE and open to all over 18.

ENTRY TO ALL
EVENTS IS FREE

Most programmes run from 6:30pm–10:30pm 

If you are interested in viewing a specific film
then please calculate its time by totalling the
times of the preceding films.

ALTERNATIVE LONDON FILM FESTIVAL

Big Fat Gypsy Gangster – 30 Aug

CONVENTION

LONDON 
FILM MAKERS
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Fri 31 Aug
JUST FOR YOU
LONDON 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Lunch Break (Ivaylo Minov) 18 mins
Two friends - construction workers - sneak up to a
nearby rooftop during their lunchbreak to find a
mysterious treasure. Drama.

Room 9 (Benjamin Cooper) 7 mins
Exploring ideas of memory, the subconscious,
psychology, narrative, psychoanalysis, and the
mystery genre using a circular self-reflexing narrative.
Thriller.

7pm
DIRECTOR & ACTOR 
COLLABORATION MASTERCLASS
with Award Winning Director
Gregg Hall
Director Greg Hall & Actor Paul Marlon from the
award winning Broke But Making Films, will be
presenting a one hour masterclass giving a unique
insight into their process of collaboration, exclusively
for the Portobello Film Festival 2012. Includes a
screening of award winning short film Bruised.

Leave (Talat Gokdemir) 12 mins
Lifelong domestic violence towards Maria may finally
end as she is led towards an opportunity for freedom.
Drama.

The Meeting Place
(Bradley Porter) 6 mins
Anna waits for Johnny to return. Circumstances force
her to make an impossible decision. Given an
opportunity to make things right, it’s unlike anything
she could imagine. Romance.

Read Me (Massimo Crapanzano) 6 mins
Surreal drama about a girl obsessed with Alice In
Wonderland. Drama.

Music Wherever She Goes
(Alexander Darby) 4 mins
Young love. She is about to go to university, he wants
her to stay behind.

Dylan’s Room (Layke Anderson) 20 mins.
A mother finds solace in her son’s deserted bedroom.
Drama.

Wild (Edward Bishop) 13 mins.
The unsettling effects of rumour on a teenage girl.
Romance.

Little Mary Grown
(Wayne G Saunders) 62 mins
What started in bliss turns to disaster having seen her
best friend killed by a gang, being abused by her
father; this is the beginning of her world turning
upside down. Mary’s light turns to darkness as she is
forced to make difficult decisions. The latest feature
from Wayne G Saunders.

Sat 1 Sept
ARE YOU LOCAL? 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

For Zeta (Babak Gray) 23 mins
Faber’s the wrong side of 40, unhappily married, and
in love with the beautiful Zeta, 15 years his junior.
Drama.

Is There Anybody Out There
(Erlend Palm)  9 mins
Set entirely in the confines of a run down toilet
cubicle. A young woman is trapped by an unknown
attacker. Horror.

Viral (Azi Rahman) 30 mins
After watching his wife being murdered, a film star
hires an MI5 agent to exact revenge. Thriller.

It’s A Brighter Day (Myrna Shoa) 4 mins
Sensei, a local singer/songwriter and martial arts
instructor, encourages young people to find their
motivations and run. Music Video.

Quiver (Sunny Indjic) 14 mins
A lonesome weekend drug user encounters a series of
strange events that might change his life forever.
Thriller.

Balaclava (Luke De Lacey) 28 mins
An out of work gambler risks what he loves the most
to win back his self esteem. Drama.

Drive In Dreams (Anna Bowman) 11 mins
A car park. A failed modernist dream. Transformed
from within into artists workspaces, while still
operating as a car park. Documentary.

MUK Speechless (Ksenija Orel) 14 mins
A family survive the Yugoslavian war. Political and
racial animosity made them poor. Isolated inside their
flat, typical of the ex-Communist era, they become
speechless. Drama.

The Last Pagan (Jan Maroske) 10 mins
Father Aurelius is eager to convert the last pagan in
the area. Comedy.

The Losing Of Lara
(Nayomi Roshini) 24 mins
Lara becomes fascinated by a mysterious lady in pink.
Set in Tavistock Square and the magical streets of
Notting Hill. Drama.

Study (Paolo Benetazzo) 100 mins
In the last week before his final exam a psychology
student is obsessed by life and death and tortured by
the eternal struggle between science and religion.
Drama.

portobellofilmfestival.com

Sun 2 Sept
LONDON
CALLING: FROM
THE WESTWAY TO
THE WORLD 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Pitfall (Duncan Roe) 16 mins
Alice goes out of her way to help a stranger in need
but things are not as they seem. Drama.

Callum (Michael Van Der Put) 14 mins
When his ex girlfriend is killed at a train station,
Callum struggles with feelings of guilt, grief, and fear.
Drama.

Willesden and St Marylebone
Sea Cadets (Anna Bowman) 10 mins
Outside it’s a tin church, inside it’s a ship. The TS
Bicester, home of the Sea Cadets. Documentary.

Doretti (Alvaro Diaz) 20 mins
In a psychiatric hospital a man confronts his inner
demons and redeems himself. Drama.

Joanna Vassa (Jason Young) 8 mins
1821 London. The story of the daughter of Olaudah
Equino. Drama.

Jellyfish (Gabriela Dworecki) 7 mins
Wiley’s hearing loss and sensitivity creates a
sometimes hostile environment around him. Thriller.

The Happiness Test 
(Stuart Parkins) 5 mins
A survey in a self help magazine makes couples
question what really matters in their lives. Drama.

Juggling (Tim Porter) 17 mins
A businessman juggles looking after his mother and
his bigger ambitions. Drama.

Queensbury Rules
(William Scothern) 11 mins
An amateur boxer struggles to keep focus on an
upcoming bout. Drama.

Lock In (Jonathan Wolfe) 9 mins
Returning from a music festival two friends take a
detour in a pub with a dark secret. Drama.

Cops And Robbers
(Keith Mackin & John Reck) 13 mins
Two brothers embark on a journey that teaches them
the power and punishment of gunplay. Drama.

Meal Deal (Russell Davidson) 21 mins
Jackson drives around in his BMW selling meal deals
of cocaine when a chance to follow his dream arises.

The Portrait (Enrique Rovira) 5 mins
A powerful short film exploring identity and
homelessness. Drama.

She Was My Elsa (Rory Harborne) 5 mins
As Hitler shoots himself he revisits the women he
loved and is faced with the horrors he has committed.
Experimental.

Sin (Azi Rahman) 12 mins
A tense thriller set in a confessional booth... shot in
The Tabernacle. Drama.

A Face For Pictures
(Marcus Liversedge) 11 mins
A chance encounter offers a down on her luck actress
her big opportunity. Drama.

Earth Calling Lily (Frank Burke) 8 mins
The initimate recollections of a Shepherds Bush
pensioner recall a secret past that journeyed to the
heart of the cosmos. “The sweetest, most unique film
of 2012” Lovefilm.com. Drama.

Casuals (Mick Kelly & Cass Pennant) 75 mins
The legacy of the football Casual phenomenon that
swept across cities like Liverpool, Manchester and
London during the 1980s. Documentary.

Tue 4 Sept
HOUSE OF ART 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Just One Day (Nigel Stewart) 3 mins
Always explore and discover and grow, be hungry for
knowledge. Peace. Experimental.

Battlefield (Dermot Daly) 2 mins
Politics can be poetic and poetry can be political.
Experimental.

Latrodectus Mactans
(Yann Gurriz) 2 mins
The thoughts of a man about a woman who has lost
her emotions. Experimental.

The Border Crossing
(Jill Daniels) 48 mins
Set in the Basque country Jill Daniels reconstructs the
story of her own past through the wanderings of a
young woman on the Spanish French border. Art.

A Woman From The Past Much
Loved (Stuart Pound) 1 min
16mm b/w frames from the distant past fondly
remembered through a microscope connected to the
computer. Experimental.

Music Box (Stuart Pound) 1 min
Time code unfolds as a music box plays an 18th
century military tune. Experimental.

Software (Stuart Pound) 1 min
A poem about software and other neologisms. The
letters of each word appear in a randomised sequence
on the screen. Experimental.

Times New Roman (Stuart Pound) 1 min
Graffiti in Bucharest, Romania. Experimental.

Silly Robin (Ian Woodward) 15 mins
How the lives of a naturalist and his wife change after
being befriended by a robin. It is the start of an
amazing relationship that arouses wonder, admiration,
and trust. Documentary.

Fourteen Poems by C.P. Cavafy
Illustrated By David Hockney
(James Scott) 30 mins
Introduced by the editor and Portobello Film Festival
founder Barney Platts Mills, this graceful b&w film,
mainly shot in his Powis Terrace flat in 1967 before he
found greater fame, follows the young David Hockney
as he explains the art of etching and and his modus
operandi as an artist by way of a series of illustrations
of poems by C. P. Cavafy. Art

Make Your Own Damn Art: 
Bob & Roberta Smith
(John Roger) 90 mins
Exploring the world of the enigmatic Stuckist
sympathiser and Turner Prize nominee Bob & Roberta
Smith.
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Wild – 31 Aug

Bruised – 31 Aug

Times New Roman – 4 Sept
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Wed 5 Sept
HORROR: BE VERY
AFRAID 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

The Secret (Andrew Leckonby) 18 mins
A terrified stranger arrives at a deserted bar. He joins
the only drinker and asks if he wants to know a
secret. Horror.

Dystopia Street (David Cave) 11 mins
Lost in a nightmare world a man must unravel the
mystery of his plight. Horror.

The Chateau
(David “Dwyze” Wayman) 9 mins
Are strange things happening to Isabelle or is her
mind playing tricks on her. Horror.

We Are What We Eat
(Sam Toller) 11 mins
Nicole is bitten by her zombie boyfriend... or is she?
Horror.

The Cottage (Christopher Lewis Cook) 15 mins
An unsettling tale about loss, isolation, attachment and
moving on. Horror.

28 Years Later (Duncan Roe) 3 mins
28 years after a zombie apocalypse, married life is as
hard as it’s always been. Comedy.

A Better Yesterday 
(John Webster) 10 mins
Post natal psychosis experienced through the dying
final thoughts of a young mother. Horror.

Puppy Dogs Tales (James Atkins) 7 mins
A backpacker’s stay at an East End house has
unpleasant results. Horror.

Morella (Francesca Castelbuono) 12 mins
Adoration turns to obsession, even after death. Horror.

Red Kingdom Rising
(Navin Dev) 73 mins
A troubled young woman must come to terms with her
horrific past as she is propelled through dreams into
the terrifying world of the Red Kingdom. Horror.

Learning Hebrew - 
A Gothsploitation Movie 
(Louis Joon) 65 mins
Gothic punks go door to door with Darwin’s Origin Of
The Species while atheist terrorists blow up trains in
this dark, surreal drama set in Jerusalem, Iraq, and
Camden town.

Thu 6 Sept
HAVING A LAUGH 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

The Moustache Man Featuring
Amy Clowne (Michael Everett) 6 mins
Short film about a man and his love for facial hair
who finds love in the form of a facebook stalker.
Comedy.

Secret Trace Of Desire
(Paul Butler) 4 mins
Comedy.

The Actor Pretends
(Jonathan Wolff) 11 mins
A group of aspiring young actors take part in an
acting class led by the great Vladimir Chelkholovski.
Comedy.

The Lunt (Tim James) 15 mins
A Roman soldier finds himself a victim of a magic
potion transporting him to modern day Coventry.
Comedy.

Busker Bout (Richard Pask) 9 mins
Two homeless buskers attempt to serenade the streets
in a vain attempt to give the people what they want.
Comedy.

Hadley TK – 421
(Jonathan Reid-Edwards) 18 mins
A black comedy set in the 60s showing how far some
of us will go to get even. Comedy.

(Can’t) Drive
(Matthew Bartlett & James Kermack) 1 min
Spoof of the popular film Drive. Comedy.

Killer Bonus (Reza Riazi) 17 mins
An office executive has to make £2million pounds in
cutbacks. Unable to fire people due to strict labour
laws she has to come up with another way to achieve
her corporate targets. Comedy.

Me Or The Dog (Abnor Pastoll) 14 mins
Dudley says Kelly’s cheating. Dudley says he’ll prove
it. Dudley is the dog. Featuring Martin Clunes from TVs
Doc Martin. Comedy.

Lonely Lights (Richard Oldfield) 14 mins
Girl breaks up with boyfriend and befriends lamppost
that speaks in morse code. Comedy.

The Kings Of Calamity 
(Paul Bruce) 16 mins
Johnny & Archie are rivals for the Health & Safety
manager’s position. Johnny has a desperate plan and
blood will be spilled. Comedy.

Big Al (Jonathan Ashdown) 3 mins
Three gangsters are forced into burying their best
friend or risk finding themselves “sleeping with the
fishes”. Comedy.

Happy Birthday Jim
(Giles Ripley) 6 mins
Ed calls birthday boy Jim on secret loudspeaker and
tells him his party has been cancelled. Comedy.

Losing It (Colin Moody) 15 mins
Where do all the lost things go? Comedy.

Moscow (Jade Carmen) 9 mins
Moscow, an African Grey Parrot and master of
mimicry, snitches on her owner’s philandering
boyfriend. Comedy.

Shoes (Dermot Canterbury) 7 mins
Vile waitress Denise gets her comeuppance in the most
unexpected of ways. Comedy.

Entwinement (Rob Burrows) 146 mins
Michaela loses her job and her life starts to fall apart
leading to a destructive climax. Drama.
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Saturday 1 Sept
THE MUPPETS (2011) U

With the help of three fans, The Muppets must reunite to save their old theater from a
greedy oil tycoon. A brand new movie. 103 mins

Saturday 8 Sept 
A MONSTER IN PARIS (2012) PG

Set in Paris in the year 1910 and centered on a monster who lives in a garden and his
love for a beautiful, young singer. Paris. Featuring Vanessa Paradis. 90 mins.

Sunday 2 Sept
DR SEUSS' THE LORAX (2012) U

A 12-year-old boy searches for the one thing that will enable him to win the affection
of the girl of his dreams. To find it he must discover the story of the Lorax, the
grumpy yet charming creature who fights to protect his world. 86 mins.

Sunday 9 Sept 
PIRATES: BAND OF MISFITS (2012) U

Pirate Captain sets out on a mission to defeat his rivals Black Bellamy and Cutlass Liz
for the Pirate of the year Award. The quest takes Captain and his crew from the
shores of Blood Island to the foggy streets of Victorian London.With the voice of Hugh
Grant. 88 mins 

Portobello Film Festival in
association with the Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea Early
Years Service, presents 4 days of
free family film screenings at The
Pop Up Cinema, under the
Westway, Acklam Road, W10 -
see back page for map.

FAMILY FILM SHOW

The Early Years Service of Kensington and Chelsea has a
strong commitment to improve experiences and learning
opportunities for young people and their families.

The Portobello Film Festival offers an exciting range of films
this Summer that will be accessible to communities in the
borough. The intention is to encourage families to share the
enjoyment of watching a films together and make it a social
event in everyone’s calendar.

FREE
ENTRY

PORTOBELLO
FILM FESTIVAL

Children must be accompanied by an adult.

All family films at the Pop Up Cinema start 2pm

Me Or The Dog – 6 Sept



Tue 11 Sept
DRAMAS &
PORTOBELLO
GOES GAY  
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

A Beautiful Impurity
(Zaheer Ahmad) 14 mins
Drama about neo Nazi group. Thriller.

One Life For Each Of Us
(Dermot Daly) 12 mins
As Rhea continues to reside in her fabricated reality,
the real world shatters her delusion. Drama.

Playing Nurse
(Miranda Howard-Williams) 10 mins
This nurse gives a different kind of medicine. Drama.

Jess & Maria (Nathan Hughes-Berry) 6 mins
Two sisters reunite after twenty years to plan their
mothers funeral. Drama.

Collide (Zoltan Csirko) 6 mins
The split screen presentation of a senseless act of
violence shattering a family’s life. Drama.

Mesmer (Abigail Walklett) 10 mins
Sometimes secrets are best kept secret. Drama.

Shades Of Beige (Aimee Powell) 15 min
Starring Michelle Dockery and Edward Hogg. Jodie
and Brian have had a deep bond since infancy but
when he is convicted of child abuse their relationship
begins to unravel. Drama.

The Painter And His Model 
(Divian Ladwa) 3 mins
An art enthusiast sees a painting that kindles a
memory of a previous life…a time of lost love.
Drama.

I Confess (Tobias Jenn) 10 mins
A teenager’s girlfriend ends their relationship. He finds
solace in the form of a stranger.

The Glass Darkly
(Nicholas Haddock) 7 mins
Expressionist film about genders and sexuality and the
conflicts created when finding you true self. Art.

Dawn Rescue 
(Michaelross and Sheerman) 6 mins
Two men relate how they met in a gay bar 11 years
ago when Dan whispered in Matthew’s ear the words
that changed his life forever. Comedy.

Tales From The Shamanic
Tranny (Daniel James Lackey) 11 mins
How genderfucking can be used as a creative visual
tool in contemporary society. 

Tandem (Adrian Hume Robinson 12 mins
Two gay characters find their relationship thrown into
turmoil by an unexpected discovery. Drama.

The Gay In The Attic
(Simon Conolly) 4 mins
A young man is desperate to bring his girlfriend home
despite the dark secret that lurks at the top of the
stairs. Comedy.

Void (Christopher Lewis Cook) 6 mins
A single mother is on the brink of destruction, longing
for freedom and dreaming of the past. Drama.

Ta Ta Then (Roser & Lucas) 5 mins
Desperate times call for desperate measures. Can
Hannah live with Micky’s choice? Can Micky?

Sans Sous Titres (Simon Aitkens) 6 mins
John has started living with Muriel but he doesn’t
understand a word she is saying so he decides to learn
French. Drama.

Same Life - The Story Of Love
Tetralogy (Martin Plant)  103 min 
Dr Frankie Summer’s Quantum Communication grant
has been refused. At a turning point in her life she
starts to experience strange phenomena. Is she going
mad or is it the strange man next door whose flat is
always making odd sounds as he works on his crazy
inventions! Metaphysical Drama

Wed 12 Sept
LONDON STORIES 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Return To Sender (Stuart Elliott) 17 mins
One day a crate turns up at a hermit’s door. The
contents of which will change his life forever. Comedy.

Unremembered (Kelly Parslow) 15 mins
A vicar tries to track down the identity of the person
who lay buried in an unmarked grave in his
churchyard. Comedy.

Only Sleeping (Timor Bekir) 14 mins
A mother goes to extraordinary lengths to come to
terms with a terrible tragedy. Drama.

The Last Pagan?

Alone (Peter Roe) 6 mins
When a man wakes up to find his city deserted he
realises he has the opportunity to do everything he
has always wanted. Sci Fi.

Skin Deep (Torkjell  Stromme) 10 mins
A frustrated artist working as a forger begins an affair
with his corrupt dealer’s mistress and is inspired to
create his own paintings. Drama.

Behind God’s Back 
(Ioanna Constantinescu)13 mins
In 1999 100,000 gypsies fled ethnic cleansing in
Kosovo. Today EU governments are deporting them
back to a place that still clearly doesn’t want them.
Documentary.

London Stories (Ryan Claffey) 60 mins
The stories of several Londoners from different
cultures whose lives are entwined with one another.
Drama.

Forget Paris (Christopher Presswell) 77 mins
A romantic New Year’s getaway to Paris descends to a
nightmare when a couple’s relationship implodes prior
to departure. Drama.
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Fri 7 Sept
LONDON
BABYLON
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Serious Drugs - Duglas and the
Music of BMX Bandits 
(Jim Burns) 93 mins
Shot and produced over four years, Serious Drugs
frames an affectionate portrait of BMX Bandits
founder Duglas Stewart and his mission to save the
world and himself one song at a time. Music.

Ambuschade
(Hobbs, Sharples, Qian, Abdelnow & Call) 3 mins
An xperimental visual effects film produced at the
University of Michigan. Music.

New Age Wage Slave
(Software) 4 mins
UK band Software collaborate with Sonodrome who
make their own amazing instruments. Music.

Meghann Clancy - So What
Now (Software) 4 mins
Inspired by Jean Luc Godard’s classic scifi shocker
Alphaville. Music.

I’ve Got Your Money (Tom Ross) 3 mins
Video for Cult Artist The Wood For The Trees starring
The Levantes Dance Theatre. Music.

Trollmors Vuggesang
(Joe Witney) 4 mins
A dissolute and drunken seaman growls a lullaby to a
young lady. Music.

The Rhythm, The City, 7pm
(Tom Chimiak) 3 mins
When the Manchester School Of Samba practise, the
city feels the rhythm. Music.

Modern Babylon (Julien Temple) 100 mins
The master filmmaker trains his eye onto London’s
Countercultural past and present. Featuring many
Portobello Film Festival regulars and introduced by
Beat Poet Michael Horovitz, soundtrack composer J.C.
Carroll, and, if we’re lucky, the legendary Julien
Temple himself.

Sat 8 Sept
UK INDIE
SHOWCASE 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Blood In (Nathan Hughes-Perry) 11 mins
Nikki is desperate to join an infamous all girl gang.
Will she be able to cope?  Drama.

Wake Up Beautiful 
(Polly Thomas) 9 mins
Karen is an early morning radio DJ. Will she make it
on air at the right time and in the right mood? Drama.

Zoo (Ryan Say) 6 mins
A man suffering loss visits a zoo. Silent.

Above As Below (Michelle Arbon)2 mins
Inspired by the beautiful haunting poetry of World
War 2. Drama

Another Night Out (Ged Hunter) 8 mins
Dave Hart and Jody Peach as two lovers trapped in an
awkward situation. Drama.

Memory Loss 
(Matthew Barlett & James Kermark) 2 mins
A young father struggles to cope wit a seemingly
innocuous remark. Drama.

Birdie (Rhys Fullerton) 3 mins
A champion golfer is now a sad and forgotten man.
Drama.

Between Sleep (Jessie Smith) 11 mins
A young woman deals with domestic abuse. Drama.

Rubberneck (Dominic Pillai) 12 mins
An existential journey through the heart of a car
crash. Drama.

Final Word (Andy Marsh) 5 mins
A soldier awakes on a deserted beach to encounter his
enemy for the last time. Drama.

TFP-Time For Prints (Adam Brown) 6 mins
A photoshoot takes an unexpected turn in this short
thriller. Drama.

The Beach House
(Standen & Stanley) 12 mins
The only hearing child of deaf parents returns home to
his estranged younger deaf siblings. Drama.

Makers Our Story 
(Amadin Ryan) 2 hours 15 mins
To close an evening of some of the finest independent
film UK has to offer this is a feature length
documentary about UK independent film industry
directed and produced by independent film makers.
Documentary.

Sun 9 Sept
THRILLER IN THE
BELLA 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Beginnings (Harry Frith) 19 mins
Gemma battle for years to get her sight right but
when she does she realises her life isn’t what she
thought it was. Drama.

Fortune’s Smile
(Marcus Liversedge) 16 mins
An aspiring writer stumbles into the Fortune Bar and
meets an older writer. Drama.

Best Friend Of Mine
(Mikel De Link) 13 mins
“Repulsion” meets “Three Colours” in this psycho-
logical thriller. Thriller. 

First Bite (Louise Marie Cooke) 10 mins
Eve meets Jake and her world opens up leading her
down a dangerous path of self discovery. Drama.

Ruptured (Abi Lawal) 8 mins
A man struggles to adjust to life as a single parent
after his partner leaves him. Drama.

Friday Night And Saturday
Morning (Neil Rolland) 12 mins
Friday night you get wasted and Saturday you face
the consequences. Drama.

Bound (Beau Fowler) 12 mins
Shady agents, hostages, rendition and honour. Thriller. 

Corner Hart (Eddie Saint Jean) 16 mins
Kay Shepherd spends a day on Corner Hart Square
photographing all the memories she cannot let go. A
stranger interrupts her flow in East End’s Olympic
vicinity. Drama.

Exodus (Jordan Barrett) 15 mins
Waking up in a dark room Jacob stares at the bound
stranger before him. He must make a decision to save
those that he loves. Drama.

Breakdown Reward 
(Elias Georgopoulos) 120 mins
Two German contractors are hired to dig for treasure
for their employer when things go wrong. A
Ritchiesque trawl through a low life underworld of
crime lords, underground informers, treasure, cash,
thugs and small time crooks. Drama

Makers Our Story – 8 Sept

Serious Drugs – 7 Sept Forget Paris – 12 Sept

Behind God’s Back – 12 Sept

The Painter And His Model – 11 Sept

Shades Of Beige – 11 Sept
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Thu 13 Sept
DREAMING OF A
BETTER WORLD 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Forgotten Bird Of Paradise
(Dominic Brown) 27 mins
An undercover documentary providing a moving
insight into the ongoing conflict in West Papua where
the indigenous people have been struggling for self
determination for over 50 years. Documentary.

Small Steps Nicaragua
(Amy Hanson) 29 mins
Charting the delivery of aid across the rubbish dumps
of Central America’s poorest country. Documentary.

Ration & Fashion (Zarecky, Kunduich,
Hurley and Southey) 8 mins
Members of the Abingdon Resource & Wellbeing
Centre speak about rations and what they had to do to
remain fashionable during World War 2. With contri-
butions from Little Nellie’s Sweet Shop. Documentary.

For The Love
(Jono Stevens & Jonny Madderson) 26 mins
There’s no room for amateurism in sport, but in 2011
and 2012 Sam Waley-Cohen, an amateur jockey with
a 9-5 job, won the Cheltenham Gold Cup.
Documentary.

Blind Encounter (Kevin Andrews) 10 mins
A blind busker on the streets of London has some
inspiring views on the world that most of us don’t see.
Documentary.

Nan’s Brixton (Richard Cheal) 16 mins
Sam and his Nan both lived in Brixton 70 years apart.
What’s changed? What’s stayed the same?
Documentary.

Brian 1949–2011 (Paul Wright) 14 mins
Tribute to the legendary Peace Campaigner who lived
outside the Houses Of Parliament for almost ten years.
Documentary.

£1 Any Bowl (Bernard Fahey) 7 mins
A family run stall on Ridley Road Market, East London.
A slice of London’s everyday life. Documentary.

E-Wasteland (David Fedele) 20 mins.
A visual portrait of unregulated electronic waste
“recycling” in Ghana, West Africa. Documentary.

The Art Of Repair (Will Stewart) 13 mins
Stewart Lee narrates a short film documenting the
everyday heroes amongst the sometimes forgotten
East End tradespeople. Documentary.

The Crisis Of Civilization
(Dean Puckett) 77 mins
A remix film about converging global crises and what
we can do about it featuring clowns, car crashes,
explosions, superheroes and xylophones.
Documentary.

Fri 14 Sept
THE WORD ON
THE STREET 
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm

Whatever Happened To Willy
Wisp (Rupert Fergusson) 62 mins
Is there a link between the 1990’s acid revival, the
collapse of the “bankng system”, the economic
malaise, Tony Blair’s war mongering, the rise of Plan
Cameron and the CIA conspiracy to turn on the world?
Documentary.

Robert King & The Angola 3
(Hugo Levien) 20 mins
The story of 3 people in prison known as the Angola
3. Between them they have spent over 100 years in
solitary confinement for a crime they didn’t commit.
Documentary.

Roadworks Media is the brainchild of
Quince Garcia. Established in 2009, it is a media
company that uses knowledge and experience to cover
all aspects of production including: pre-production,
filming, post-production, marketing and media project
management. The ethos is to entertain, inspire,
educate and to enlighten. 
ROADWORKS MEDIA PRESENT:

Civil Unrest (Julien Bernard Grau & Quince
Garcia) 6 mins
A flashback to what happened on the streets during
the riots. The videos taken capture the violence and
looting that took place on the streets of London.
However behind the anarchy, it is clear that that there
was an undercurrent of anger and frustration. “Civil
Unrest” also chronicles the courage shown by the
filmmakers themselves in documenting the unrest
despite the dangers. Documentary.

Mark Duggan: Untold 
(Louis Leeson) 11 mins
Mark Duggan is the face that sparked the riots and
there is still a cloak of mystery that surrounds the
events leading up to his death. “Mark Duggan Untold”
follows his sister Paulette Hall who reflects on the
turmoil and anxiety Marks death had on her and the
public fallout that followed. Documentary.

Royal Babylon: The Criminal
History Of The British
Monarchy (Alan & Margaret Cox) 100 mins
18 short films depicting the crimes of the British
monarchy based on the polemical poem by Heathcote
Williams Royal Babylon: The Criminal History Of The
British Monarchy. “A phenomenal piece of work”
Jeremy Hardy. 

Sat 15 Sept
VIRGIN MEDIA
SHORTS
SHOWCASE &
ANIMATION
STATION
POP UP CINEMA 

6:30pm 

The 25th Dynasty (Jason Young) 10 mins
We roll back in time to the 7C BC when the Kingdom
Of Kush ruled Egypt aka the 25th dynasty. Animation.

The Axe Laid To The Root
(Jason Young) 6 mins
1817 England. Expelled from the Anglican Church by
criticising their ownership of the Codrington Plantation
in Barbados, Robert Wedderburn makes a new life by
himself as a non Conformist. Animation.

I Am Tom Moody 
(Ainslie Henderson) 7 mins
A surreal trip through the subconscious of a stifled
musician as he attempts to sing. Animation.

It’s About Spending Time
Together (Ainslie Henderson) 4 mins
A reflective reconstruction of a moment between
myself, my younger brother and my Dad. Animation.

7pm Virgin Media Shorts

Virgin Media Shorts is the UK's biggest short film
festival and, now in its fifth year, it's bigger and
better than ever. A shortlist of 13 films will screen in

UK cinemas for a year, and one lucky winner will walk
away with £30,000 funding and the chance to make
their next film with the BFI. Watch the shortlist,
including our Lucky 13th film, at www.virginmedi-
ashorts.co.uk.  Follow us @VMShorts

Followed by:

Too Many Ghosts
(Ian Woodward) 15 mins
A commentary on the folly of war told against the
backdrop of English composer Sir Edward Elgar,
England’s great war poets, and a specially composed
verse by the film-maker. Documentary.

The Union Choir: Eleanor
(Jim Martin & Oli Rothwell) 3 mins
A love story between a fisherman and a mermaid
unfolds in a charming hand made world. Music.

The Facebook Elf 
(Natalie Hobbs & Richard Liverance) 1 min
The distraction that is social media. Animation.

Binary Form (Christinn Whyte) 3 mins
This makes  use of short sequences of improvised
movement translated into binary form with each
frame animated by means of sequence relicators using
programme motion. Animation.

Text Field (Christinn Whyte) 1 min
A single continuous take of improvised movement
translated into an ascii-based animation. Animation.

The Demon Drink
(Dominique Uruquhart) 3 mins
Voyage into the world of an alcoholic. Animation.

Fantoons Chasing The Edge
(David Calcano) 3 mins
A twisted fan decides to go through U2s wild crowd to
get the Holy Grail... front row and an autograph from
The Edge. Animation.

City Of Dreamers
(Jamie Patterson) 150 mins
A heartwarming musical set on the streets of Brighton:
laughs, romance and rock and roll.

Sun 16 Sept
THE GRAND
AWARDS
CEREMONY OF
PORTOBELLO
FILM FESTIVAL
2012 
POP UP CINEMA 

OPEN TO ALL
7pm

A selection of the Festival
team’s and the public’s
favourites from the 2012
Portobello Film Festival will
be screened from 6.30 to
be followed at 8.30 by the
awarding of Golden
Trellick’s
sculpted by
top street
artist Zeus
to the best
films. 10
categories.
10 Trellies.
Get here
early!

Fri 31 Aug
INTERNATIONAL
SHORTS 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Hilipati
Jouko Kallio 9 mins 12
An old woman is lonely. One day, a radio program
tells that anyone can become a carer person for a
ward. The old woman decides to have her very own
ward. Comedy Finland

Interventions? The Mortal Shell
Of Man Tero Saikkonen 5 mins 12A
Inside of an illegal fighting ring a competitor receives
a physical injury which becomes his psychic barrier.
Music Videos Finland

In Me Juni Vaara 15 mins 15
In Me is a psychological drama about an obsessed
man who has encased himself in to his apartment as
he has encased himself into his mind. This is a story
about a man getting on the edge as denying the truth,
it is a struggle against man himself. Drama Finland

The Inspector Timo Kuronen 4 mins U
The man is watching a television. Someone is knocking
the door. A short fiction with a twist. Comedy Finland

Serious Stuff For The Runners
Joonas Makkonen 8 mins 12
A boy is trying to learn how to become a long distance
runner, with a help of a village idiot. Drama Finland

Identical Tasos Giapoutzis 4 mins 12
In a world full of hypocrisy, “Everybody” seems to
look for a specific “friend”. Drama Greece

Oneiro Tasos Giapoutzis 5 mins 12A
Oneiro is a surrealistic piece of art surrounding dark
imaginings driven by unconscious wish fulfilment of a
man struggling to escape his failed love. 
Drama Greece

Why Is He Wearing A
Balaclava? Tasos Giapoutzis 8 mins 12
Athens, Greece. After the last riots and combat
between hooligans and police officers, George, who
serves in the reinstatement of order unit, is giving an
interview trying to improve the image of the police to
the public. Drama Greece

Peto Joonas Makkonen 9 mins 12
Boy has a crush for the girl next door, the boy took
the girl’s dog for a short time, well ... The boy screws
the whole thing. “Peto” is a dark romantic comedy,
placed in the 90’s. Comedy Finland

Quiet You Joonas Makkonen 7 mins 12A
A dark comedy about an exceptional man. A nurse
says that the man needs to take care of himself, but
the man thinks he can manage by himself just fine.
Comedy Finland

Love Between Storeys
Tom Norrgrann & Nils-Erik Ekblom 30 mins U
Love between storeys is a heart-warming story about
an odd couple. Career-driven Adam and unemployed
rock chick Jenny, who get stuck in a lift during a
chaotic morning in Central London. Comedy Finland

Come What May
Mathieu Berger & Maxime Feyers 16 mins U
Paul’s life is turned upside down after a call from his
wife. Drama Belgium

Einmalg, Wie Immer
Saladim Dellers 5 mins 12A
All the traditions seem to be still normal at the family
Christmas, although the family father died a few days
ago. All family members try to conceal those
unhappiness and stress under the seemingly beautiful
and glittering Christmas atmosphere, until it escalates.
Comedy Switzerland

Himmelbank 
(Heaven’s Waiting Room)
Elias Dellers & Saladin Dellers 4 mins 12A
Where do people go, which died too early? A short
film about the place, where different people meet.
Comedy Switzerland

Act 1 Scene 1 
Hans Montelius 13 mins 12A
A director and playwright battles his inner demons of
jealousy as he tries to write a play for his girlfriend
and his brother. Drama Sweden

Felin Heli: Hefin And Als
Chris Daykin 4 mins 12
I was thinking of naming the film after all the people
in it. But, then the title would take up all the space.
Instead, I hope the enjoyment, found in recollecting
care free moments and expression is reflected in my
animated sketches. The film is a collection of feelings
and expression of feeling, which I hope depict an
equivalent freedom and reckless abandon. Animation
Sri-Lanka

Chefu’   House Party
Adrian Sitaru 18 mins 12A
Neli goes to Buchurst for a few days, while Don, Lee &
1 year old sow is left home alone Drama Romania

Regresie
Rob Pupa 13 mins 12
Drama Romania

Overture Dan Sachar 35 mins 12
The abstract story about a lone survivor lost in a dying
world. A man struggles to connect pieces from his
daily scavenging routine and bits from his repressed
memory. When a woman appears in his desolate
forest world, she’s intent on making him face his past
and consequent fate. Sci-Fi Drama Israel

Driving School 
Emi Mazwikiewia 13 mins U
Three sisters. A car. A burn. Two older learn how to
drive the youngest one. Under the veil of teaching
they start competing with each other. Drama Poland

Stop Blaming The Ice Berg
Rune Eriksson & Erik Eriksson 1 minute 12
A new theory emerges 100 years after the Titanic
tragedy. Animation Norway

An Tadh (Luck) 
Colm Bairead 20 mins 12
One seemingly ordinary day will forever change the
fortunes of three boys in an Eonngmara coastal
community. (Irish, English sub-titles.) Drama Ireland

Asal Tomas O Sullivan 12 mins 12
A young boy, concerned for the welfare of a donkey,
gets himself into dangerous waters. (In Irish, with
English sub-titles.) Drama Ireland

The Tribal Shield / An Sgiath
Nan Trevbh Ro Goodwin 5 mins U
Seonais sits in front of a camera in Inverness, the
highlands and gives the history of her uncle’s
Aboriginal shield. (In Irish, with English sub-titles.)
Fictional Documentaries Ireland

The Garden Alec Moore 4 mins U
A grandmother explaining life and death to a young
girl in a fairytale narration. Drama Ireland

Red Amber Green
Christopher Byfield 18 mins 12
Red Amber Green depicts the lives of three Jamaican
teenage boys struggling to make ends meet on the
difficult streets of Kingston. Drama Jamaica

The Girl And The Spanish Boy
Danelle Eliav 6 mins 12A
This is the story of a sweet bird of a Girl who falls in
love with a Spanish boy. Theirs was a beautiful love
until a twist of fate forces the girl to start anew.
Drama Canada

Eden Greg Jackson 3 mins U
10 x 10 RBC award winning music video for Mo
Kenney’s Eden. Music Videos Canada

Halloween 1977 
Greg Jackson 3 mins 12
A blending of melted frames of 35mm & 8mm. 
Art Canada

Goodbye Robot Army 
Greg Jackson 8 mins
Dr Strand plots revenge against the United Science
League, the organization responsible for the death of
his wife, Emily. Sci-Fi Drama Canada

Sat 1 Sept
GERMAN NIGHT 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–10pm

Blood Trail Emerson Frakes 60 mins 15
Blood Trail is a hand-drawn animation which took over
two years to complete. With the exception of some of
the acting, Emerson Frakes was the sole creator of the
film.... Animation USA

GERMAN FILMS

Everything Like Always
Peter Leder & Marvin King 3 mins U
A music clip dedicated to a German puppet with
children TV-fame: “Bernd - The Bread” - a typical
loser. Bernd used to say: “Everything Like Always, But
Even More Worst”. Music Videos Germany

Recently At The Airport /
Neulich am Flughafen
Roland Spanka 17 mins U
A man wants to travel and he is sitting in the lounge
of an airport. His obsession to save money gets him
into trouble. Comedy Germany

WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
242 ACKLAM ROAD, W10 5JJ
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Brian 1949–2011 – 13 Sept

Forgotten Bird Of Paradise – 13 Sept

The Girl And The Spanish Boy – 31 Aug

Identical – 31 Aug
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U Teen Blues Peter Leder 5 mins U
The unofficial festival video with the unofficial festival
song about the official Eutin Blues Festival. Music
Videos Germany

Trust Dave Lojek  6 mins U

We flirt with our bodies and faces. Trust creates a
playful variation of the classical initial contact of
heterosexual Europeans. A creative man courts a
woman with long hair. Would you do the same in this
situation? Comedy Germany

Believe Dave Lojek  8 mins U
Young Uno loves the angelic waitress Villa, but he is
too shy to talk to her. A stranger named Pativol gives
Uno some advice. Is belief the answer to his fears?
Drama Germany

Coherence Rakel Sosa 9 mins 15
Anna fell in love with Gregor and grapes. Her heart
broadcasts audibly. Will a romance evolve? This short
film was inspired by research published by HeartMath
Institute. Fictional Documentaries Germany

Haltlos (Luckless)
Tim Dunschede 13 mins 12
Tuesday, 12th of April 2011 stands small among the
proud letters “Fraufurher Tageslatt”. It’s a sunny,
warm day. It’s the day on which a single mother, in
her small, cosy kitchen has to fight the hardest battle
of her life. To save what she loves best in the world,
she goes a difficult way. Drama Germany

FERNGESTEUERT (Controlled)
Hendrik Maximilian Schmitt 17 mins 12A
During therapy with a psychologist is the 18-year old
Maik confronted with events of a disturbing night. His
carefully built up front seems to crumble more and
more, as he remembers. But as much as he wants to
entrust himself to somebody - he simply can't: his
friend Thomas wants to prevent his involvement by all
available means. Drama Germany

Hamlet’s Hybris - a remix
Juha Hansen 15 mins U
While planning revenge on his father’s murder prince
hamlet is caught between his hubris and insanity.
Threatened by the new king he knows he has to
escape death through his transformation. Musical
Germany

Green Olives Gisele Mbamu 17 mins 12A
“Green Olives” tells the story of a 14 year old boy
living in a relationship of dependence with an older
man. Drama Germany

I Have A Boat Nathan Nill 14 mins 12
Piet’s chances of a love life don’t look good: with
statistics proving that most couples meet at work, odds
are against Piet. Living a fisherman’s life, working on
a shrimp cutter with two men. However, an encounter
with three blonds gives his love life a twist. Comedy
Germany

Prora Stephane Riethauser 23 mins 15
In the former Nazi holiday camp of Prora, on the
Baltic Sea, teenagers Jan and Matthieu embark on an
adventure that confronts their identities and puts their
friendship at risk. Drama Germany

1/2 Kate Haase 14 mins U
1/2 is an animated film about the question: How do
you get up, if you have lost everything that is worth
living for? Drama Germany

Yangon Calling
C. Piefke & A. Dluzak 60 mins 15
Punk in Myanmar? that is a provocation itself. After
all, here in the former military dictatorship the
probably most rebellious of all subcultures faces one
of the world’s most authoritarian regimes. For young
Burmese, punk is a way to stand up against a hated
government. Music Documentary Germany

Die Muse (The Muse)
Christian Genzel 95 mins 15
Katja awakes in a cell in a basement. Peter, a writer,
wants her to be his muse. The failure to convince her
to stay willingly leads to cruel psychological struggles.
Need a replacement disc. Thriller Germany

The Big Black Oliver Kyr 105 mins 15
20-year-old Jack hunts the nightmare of his past and
crosses paths with mysterious Eve. The beautiful girl
who is either his Guardian Angel or his Final Doom.
Mystery thriller Germany

Sun 2 Sept
INTERNATIONAL
FEATURE FILMS
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–11pm

Some Ghosts 
Susan MacWilliam 38 mins U
A video portrait of Danish American poltergeist investi-
gator Dr William G Roll (1926-2012). Roll discusses
his work, demonstrates tricks with matches and recalls
a table levitation he witnessed 40 years ago.
Documentary Northern Ireland

Murderous David Harkin 90 mins 18
Ronan, a ten year old boy is murdered. Paul
Kavanagh, the boy’s father kidnaps his own daughter,
believing he is protecting her. This lead to black magic,
murder, and revenge. Horror Ireland

Canning Paradise 
Oliver Pollet 90 mins 12
Any development comes at a cost, but what about
development at any costs? Discover where your tuna
comes from and the global tuna industry is “Canning
Paradise” in the Pacific. Documentary Australia

Johnny Ghost Donna McRae 75 mins12A
Millicent, a professional musician has a commemo-
rative tattoo on her shoulder. When she decides to
remove the tattoo, the ghost of her post- punk past
won’t let her move on so easily. Original soundtrack
by Dave Graney & Clare Moore! Horror Australia

D’symmetric vuth Paipenler
Paul Schever & Maisy Hausemen 93 mins 12
Comedy Luxembourg

Si caii sunt verzi pe pereti /
Chasing Rainbows
Dan Chisu 150 mins 12A
“Chasing rainbows” is a story about the illusion of
becoming rich in Romania. In a country where stories
of striking it rich are everywhere, anyone thinks such
a thing is not only possible, but it’s easily achievable.
The storyline follows two destinies: one is of a young
couple that could have gotten rich and the other is of
a man who, because of his lack of knowledge when it
comes to modern technology, gets fooled by e-mail
spam. Drama Romania

portobellofilmfestival.com

Mon 3 Sept
TURKISH &
CANADIAN
SHOWCASE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Iz (Trace) Simge Gökbayrak 20 mins 18
The news about Saddam’s death spread from Istanbul
to Iraq via people coming from different socio-
economic and educational backgrounds and having
different life perspectives. Drama Turkey

Uzuv (The Limb)
Murat Incedemir 7 mins 12
An ordinary day of a working young woman. This film
tries to understand why people can judge a female
who wears a short-cut dress. Drama Turkey

Free Man Mehmet Tanrisever 150 mins 15
Saidi Nursi, who was born in Nurs village during a
time of great wars, and the outspread of atheism, met
with the superstitions in our belief with a lunar eclipse
when he was a little child, and he has been
determined that the only solution of this ignorance is
the education, so he prepares a new education model
called Medresetüz-zehra and makes the studies.
Feature Drama Turkey

The Second Times Of Troubles
Erik Anderson 115 mins 12A
A young man is confronted with his past when he
learns of the death of a former lover. Drama Canada

Tue 4 Sept
BRITISH & USA
STATE OF THE
MOVIE ART 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm 

Capa Rhys Byfield 4 mins
A young Mexican world traveller is shot into an
ambitious chase with a creature three times his size.
Animation Britain

Botanical Nightmare
Thomas Lucas 4 mins
A Civilian science vessel discovers an organic life form
on an uncharted planet and decides to investigate the
mysterious creature. Excited by the discovery, the
team fails to realize the deadly potential of such a
creature. Animation Britain

Day 83
Joe O’ Conner & Aled Matthews 3 mins
An animated/VFX short sci-fi film follows an ordinary
soldier during a losing battle for earth against a
relentless and merciless alien force. The soldier makes
a last ditch effort to change the tide of the war as he
fights for his life. Animation Britain

Bubble Gum Girl
Darren Findlay 3 mins
After being kidnapped and experimented on by an
evil corporation, “the Bubblegum Girl” makes her
escape, but is pursued by a variety of henchmen sent
by the Big Bad Boss of the corporation. Not wanting to
run forever, the Bubblegum Girl decides to face the
Big Bad Boss himself. Animation Britain

Music Video Louise Beer 4 mins
A creative organic idea to combine visually experi-
mental and rhythmic stop-motion animation with a
tribally inspired and emotive composition. This
animation will take you on a journey through sound,
with colours, shapes and textures building up the sonic
landscape. Animation Britain

Little Samurai Sarah Davis 4 mins
Little Samurai is the opening adventure of a Samurai
and his steed and companion, Yuu, a goose with
attitude. After a difficult start, Little Samurai and Yuu
form a friendship and partnership that will lead them
both into trouble and adventure. Animation Britain

Love At First Sight
Mark Playne 14 mins U
A heart-warming story of a lonely young man’s
increasingly creative attempts to attract the attention
of the girl of his dreams. Drama London

Niagara Leopold Dewolf 4 mins 12A
Two guys in a car and one million dollars in a bag.
One of them wonders how he’s going to steal it all
from his lover. A road trip starts. Animation London

Under A Vest Kal Bonner 6 mins 12
As darkness falls across the city, a blonde with a gun
investigates a noise – but all is not what it seems...
Comedy Britain

Run Thom Munden 2 mins U
Desperate for adventure, a curious chicken ventures to
the city to explore a strange new world beyond its
farm. Drama Britain

Riot From Wrong 
Teddy Nygh 62 mins 15
August 2011. 4th day of the London riots. 14
passionate young people unite. Join them in their
search for solutions, exploring causes. Featuring
exclusive interviews with young and old, victims,
looters, politicians, Met Police, journalists, activists plus
exclusive riot footage and unparalleled access to Mark
Duggan's friends and family. Feature Length
Documentaries London

Non Compos Mentis: or Jerry
Powell & The Delusion Of
Grandeur. Mike Cuenca 110 mins 15
Mike Cuenca’s second feature chronicles vignettes
based around Jerry Powell (Joey Halter), a low-level
thief with memory distrust syndrome. On the edges of
sanity, Powell finds himself chased by a gang of
criminals as he attempts to deliver a mysterious
package for a known money-launderer. Comedy USA

55 Tributes? Pulse
G-k 12  65 mins

Wed 5 Sept
FILMS FROM AND
ABOUT ISRAEL  
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Freedom Fighters Of Nill
Leora Chai  75 mins 12A
Freedom Fighters Of Nill is a documentary film about
a Jewish espionage network, which assisted the British
in its fight against the Ottoman Empire during World
War 1. Feature Length Documentary USA

A Wonderful Day
Ariel Weisbord & Yossi Meri 24 mins 12A
Before moving to Germany, Shachar plans to propose
marriage to his girlfriend, hoping that she will
accompany him. His grandmother, a Holocaust
survivor, will stop at nothing to prevent him going to
Germany. Conflict becomes inevitable. Drama Israel

The Ballad Of Weeping
Springtime Benni Torati 105 mins 12
Yosef Tawila was once the legendary player for “The
Turquoise Ensemble”. On the opening night of ‘The
Weeping Springtime Symphony’ a lethal car crash took
place. The story opens twenty years later with the
arrival of Amram, who bears bad news: his father is
dying of lung cancer. He hands Tawila the notations of
‘The Weeping Springtime Symphony’, the piece that
was never played. Tawila understands that his old
friend wishes to hear the piece they both composed,
before he leaves to meet his maker. That night, Tawila
comes to a decision, to carry out a journey to his past,
in an attempt to reunite a group of unique musicians.
If he succeeds, he’ll have granted the last wishes of his
band-mate, and perhaps heal his own tortured soul.
Feature Length Drama Israel

By Summer’s End / Ad Sof
Hakaitz Noa Aharoni 95 mins 12A
It is the summer of ‘78, a month to go until the Camp
David peace accords, but Michal is not worried by
world affairs. Her 7-year-old daughter Maya has yet
to learn how to read and write and her teacher wants
to hold her back a year. Michal rises to the occasion
and vows that by the end of the summer Maya will
read, write and move on to the next grade. But this
summer is set to be full of surprises for the family.
Michal’s father, Haim, who’s been missing for 20
years, suddenly returns, and brings with him the
family’s dark past and hidden secrets. By summer’s
end Michal and her sister Naomi will have to deal with
the past they have tried so hard to bury and the
painful - yet liberating- process will eventually lead
them onto a new path. Feature Length Drama Israel

Thu 6 Sept
TV COLLECTIVE
SHOWCASE:
URBAN &
INTERNET FOCUS
WITH COURTTIA
NEWLAND 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

The TV Collective, a community
interest company dedicated to
promoting the creative and
commercial value diversity adds
primarily to the British TV and film industries; and is
the first port of call for the latest industry news,
debates, and opportunities for those who care about
diversity.  

On the 6th September we are programming –
alongside groundbreaking experimental documentary
Handsworth Songs – an evening of new work as part
of the Portobello Film Festival for the public and an
audience of invited film professionals as part of our
mission to promote unheard voices.

PROGRAMME OF FILMS ON THE NIGHT
(subject to change)

Handsworth Songs
Experimental documentary duration – 60 mins
Handsworth Songs takes as its point of departure the
civil disturbances of September and October 1985 in
the Birmingham district of Handsworth and in the
urban centres of London. Running throughout
Handsworth Songs is the idea that the riots were the
outcome of a protracted suppression by British society
of black presence. Written/directed by John Akomfrah

Mr. Graham - Drama 14 mins 
A young man comes to terms with his inner demons.
Written and directed by Julius Amedume 2010

House Animation 4 mins
For generations, a family lived in a spacious, beautiful
and generous house. The generosity of the house had
become part of their life. Guests were always welcome
to enjoy a pleasant stay. Until one guest arrived with a
different plan in mind. Written and Directed by Ahmad
Saleh

Mary and John Drama 6 mins 
After 50 years of marriage Mary comes to terms with
John who is a shadow of his former self. Written and
directed by Julius Amedume 2009

You Can't Be Healed Unless You
Feel Documentary 7 mins
A documentary short about a musician with asperger's
syndrome. We get her thoughts about empathy,
something she is not supposed to have, according to
popular perception. Well, she is about to shatter that
myth. Produced/directed by Dolly Sen

Dylan's Room Drama 20 mins
A mother finds solace in her son's deserted bedroom,
rummaging through drawers, making discoveries and
confronting the past. Written and directed by Layke
Anderson 

Day Off Drama 4 mins
'Day Off' is a short film with a quirky comic edge. It
focuses on Derek, an impulsive, enthusiastic man
whose world is not quite what it seems. We meet him
relaxing on a day off. You may never look at
breakfast in the same way again! Written and directed
by: Henrietta Thomas

May Wong Drama 18 mins
Is an imaginary portrait of the dreams of Anna May
Wong (1905-61), the first Chinese-American movie
star. By the age of 9 she was missing school to go to
beg for parts in film studios, despite the opposition of
her father. The height of racism against Chinese in
America under Hay's Code and Chinese Exclusion Acts
formed a backdrop of Wong's tragic love life and
frustrated film career. The toll of celebrity on her
personal life manifested itself into depression,
excessive smoking and drinking. Inspired by the
factual aspects of Wong's life, the film is a series of
dream sequence exploring Wong’s subconscious of her
childhood, sexuality and her complex about fame.
Written and directed by Shan Ng

portobellofilmfestival.com
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The Big Black – 1 Sept

A Wonderful Day –  5 Sept
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Clench Drama 16 mins
Made as part of the Generation 3.0 project, which
looks at how racism can be ended in a generation, this
short film tells the story of Ash, a mixed-race girl from
Old Trafford, Manchester, UK. On a youth referral
scheme, we see Ash travel to the iconic Salford Lads
Club where she takes up boxing as a way of dealing
with her troubled past. Written and directed by Riffy
Ahmed.

Riot From Wrong documentary 60 mins
You may have heard about our youth led
documentary Riot From Wrong. 14 passionate young
people from areas stretching right across London;
Peckham to Tottenham, Hackney to Enfield,
Walthamstow to Camden and Paddington to
Edmonton, form the talented youth media team at
Fully Focused Community. 

On the 4th day of the largest case of mass civil unrest
in modern British history, the team came together with
a united sense of frustration and the urgent need to
take positive action.

The much anticipated feature documentary, Riot From
Wrong, is a result of this positive action. With over 60
interviews across London, Manchester, Birmingham
and Liverpool all led by the young team as well as the
narration, research and a significant amount of the
filming and editing, Riot From Wrong is a unique,
deeper look at society through the eyes of its future
generation. Produced by UKFullyFocused, Teddy Nygh

Erasing the Nuba
"The Arab Spring has taken the regimes of Mubarak,
Gaddafi. If it worked with others, it can work for us
also" a Sudanese Activist.

For months the government of Sudan has been
bombing the state of South Kordofan, forcing nearly
half a million people to flee into caves and thousands
into South Sudan as refugees.

This is the second time in two decades that they are a
target of genocidal killings and they feel cheated by
the world's silence.

Bowed but not broken, this is the story of resilience of
a people. Produced by Yoletta Nyange

Brothers With No Game
Set in London, Brothers With No Game - The Web
Series follows the social and romantic lives of four
friends: Theo, Dorian, Junior and Marcus. Facing a
‘quarter-life crisis’, the 20-somethings come to terms
with the responsibilities and dilemmas that revolve
around work, family, friendships and most notably,
women. Their distinctive personalities and ever-
changing love lives are paralleled with a strong
friendship and one evident, common, trait...t hey have
no game.

The first episode of the series was released in July and
received a great response from the public and the
media support. In five days it accrued over 10,000
YouTube views (now at over 22,000), the cast and
creators appeared on radio stations including Colourful
Radio and BANG 103.6FM and the series was
featured in The Voice and in an article in The Guardian
about television and diversity. In addition to this, the
episode was hosted on a range of websites – from top
UK entertainment blog That Grape Juice to the popular
US entertainment site Bossip, which receives on
average 2.7million unique visitors a month.
Relationship expert Paul Carrick Brunson (who has a
show on Oprah’s OWN TV station) gave it a co-sign
and Jimmy Akingbola (BBC’s Holby City) also gave it a
thumbs up.

All About The McKenzies
All About The McKenzies is a new Black British Family
Sitcom produced for the web with the intention of
becoming an international TV show.

A day in the life of the McKenzies, your most unlikely
family... Samuell McKenzie, 22, young father aspires
to be an Hollywood superstar but is bogged down by
his broken relationship with Annika Lewis 21.
Struggling to get access to his daughter he dosen’t let
that stop him from following his dream. Our first
series did extremely well with nearly 3,000,000 views
online!

Robots Of Brixton
Animation 6 mins
Brixton has degenerated into a disregarded area
inhabited by London's new robot workforce - robots
built and designed to carry out all of the tasks which
humans are no longer inclined to do. The mechanical

population of Brixton has rocketed, resulting in
unplanned, cheap and quick additions to the skyline.

The film follows the trials and tribulations of young
robots surviving at the sharp end of inner city life,
living the predictable existence of a populace hemmed
in by poverty, disillusionment and mass
unemployment. When the Police invade the one space
which the robots can call their own, the fierce and
strained relationship between the two sides explodes
into an outbreak of violence echoing that of 1981.
Kibwe Tavares - Direction, animation, modeling,
lighting, texturing.

http://thetvcollective.org/

Fri 7 Sept
SKETCHES IN
SPAIN 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Unfarewell 
Ainhoa Menendez 16 mins 12A
In an idyllic village, the inhabitants raise hens, knead
bread, tend crops... and guard a dark secret. Drama
Spain

No Guillermo P. Bosch 10 mins 15
“The perfection in your hand”. An emerging model for
advertisements suffers, all of a sudden, a physical
defect that drives him into a process of self-
destruction. A descent into hell around the obsession
with looks. Drama Spain

Amargo Porvenir
Rodolfo Herrero 8 mins 12
Maria thinks she has found a real love, but she needs
to consult a tarotist to make sure that he’s really the
perfect one for her... Drama Spain

Grasman David Galan 11 mins 12A
Grasman, the superhero with the deadliest weapons.
Lives his adventures defending their city, Margo City,
of the dietetic villain Mr.Fibra. Comedy Spain

Quien Es Florinda Bolkan? /
Who is Florinda Bolkan?
Rubén Torrejón 8 mins 12A
On holiday in Venice, a young couple try in vain to
recapture the spirit of their relationship. Drama Spain

8 Raul Cerezo 13 mins 12A
At 8 years old, will, discipline and personality of a
child begin to take shape, and the distinction between
good and evil starts to be defined. The time to see our
wish fulfilled came at last. His wish. Remain silent.
You’re invited. Thriller Spain

En La Proxima Estacion / At The
Next Stop Luis Francisco Pérez 19 mins 12
Javi wants to have a girlfriend, but he doesn’t find the
right girl. One day he finds a planner, and he realises
that her owner could be the woman he is looking for.
Comedy Spain

La Boda / The Wedding
Marina Seresesky 12 mins U
Mirta is Cuban and lives in Madrid. As many others
immigrants she works in cleaning industry. Today at
six o’clock p.m. her daughter is going to marry. But
nothing turns out as she hopes, and to reach the
wedding is more difficult than it appeared at first.
Drama Spain

La Mirada Perdida / The
Missing Looks 
Damian Dionisio 11 mins 12A
Argentina, 1976. Claudio is forced to live with his
family in hiding, due to his political ideals. The house
in which they live is discovered by the militars. No
time to flee, Teresa try to shelter her daughter in a
fantasy world to avoid the girl looking at the horror
they are about live. Drama Spain

No Se Que Hacer Contigo / I
Just Don’t Know What To Do
With You Miguel Campion 14 mins 12A
A young woman is told her father has died, but she
remains indifferent: she hasn’t heard from him since
he abandoned the family many years ago. However,

upon taking responsibility for his ashes, she soon
realizes she doesn’t quite know what to do with them.
Drama Spain

On My Mind Nacho Solana 9 mins 12
Marta is fed up with disappointments in love, lies and
false appearance. But this time it is going to be
different; she has a method to know how are others’
intentions at first sight. Drama Spain

Lone-Illness Virgina Illera 11 mins 12A
Loneliness is a feeling, a state of mind, with many
questions and few answers. Drama Spain

Ella / She Juan Montes De Oca 19 mins 12
In Palma de Mallorca, through a 5 years old’s
innocence an Afro-American homeless remember his
senseless life going back 45 years in New York.
Altogether makes his life change to find at last the
way to happiness. Animation Spain

Abrazos Gratis / Free Hugs
Carlos A. Sambricio 19 mins 12
Natalia is going through a hard time due to her long
unemployment and a recent break-up. Hers is one of
those stories from the economic crisis. Her friend Bea
encourages her to experience the “Free Hugs”,
initiatives where a group of people gather just for the
sake of giving hugs to anyone that wants them. The
aim is to offer affection and warmth to fight against
pessimism and loneliness. Is there a way out in the
menacing big city? Drama Spain

El Despegue Del Trimotor
The Launch Of The Trimotor
Enrique De Tomas 18 mins 12
After the arrival of a sofa at home. Eleanor’s mind
begins to ramble. For a hyperactive and bossy girl
everything has to have an explanation, and if it
doesn’t, she resorts to inventing... Drama Spain

Rio Arriba / Up River
Jorge M. Rodrigo 20 mins 12A
“I know this line of work enough to not confuse justice
with truth”. Animation Spain

Aunque Todo Vaya Mal / Even
If Everything Goes Wrong
Cristina Alcazar 18 mins U
A normal couple, Juan and Emila, are having a little
problem: since a few days, Juan doesn’t speak.
Absolutely everything, he says is singing. What first
was kind of fun ends up being a real problem for their
relationship. Drama Spain

El Espanto / The Fright
J. J. Marcos 16 mins 18
Alvaro Torres is a normal guy that’s unexpectedly
beset by terrible nightmares and hallucinations, with
appalling creatures that will take him to the limit of
the madness. He will have to fight, so as not to lose
his mind, against something horrible that could be
more real than it seems. Comedy Horror Spain

Nino David Pareja 6 mins U
It’s not enough to want it. Drama Spain

Donde Quedo La Belleza? /
Where’ Beauty?
Enrique Cerrejon 9 mins U
In a contemporary art museum, a sculpture engages
in a discussion about whether they are “art” and
deserve to be recognized as such. Animation Spain

Red-Haired / Black
Alfonso Diaz & Luis Angel Perez 4 mins
For some experts in human genetics, the event is
extraordinary. Case like this happens between one in
a million of births Francisco Jose is the melanins lost
link. Mock-Documentary Spain

Sat 8 Sept
BORN IN THE USA 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–11pm

Secret Life, Secret Death
Genevieve Davis 84 mins 15
Comprised of both documentary and dramatization
elements, the movie tells the secret story of a young
mother who falls into crime in Gangland Chicago in
the Roaring 20’s and later runs a shady hotel in No-
Man’s Land Northern Wisconsin, until her death under
suspicious circumstances. Documentary USA

The Present Joel Reid 6 mins U
A man wishes that the night would last forever, only to
get what he wished for. Comedy USA

Lock & Key Dana Verde 9 mins
A locksmith unlocks a neighbour’s door and discovers
that the young man is the key to resolving his painful
past. Drama USA

Observation 
Matthew C Dumond 8 mins 15
A charming man seduces a young woman back to his
house after impressing her with a series of observa-
tions. They both find out neither of them are what
they seem. Horror USA

Oh Happy Day Bill Sorice 11 mins 12
Oh Happy Day gives us a glimpse at the journey of
Leo. A man searching for salvation and happiness as
he tries to let go of his past. Comedy USA

In The Grey Shawn Spitler 3 mins U
On the day of her husband’s deployment. Catherine
tries making every moment count, Jack, however,
would rather be on his way. The closer she tries to get,
the further he pushes her away. Drama USA

This Is Only A Test Bill Sorice 9 mins
A girl’s surrealistic journey encountering varied tests
during the different stages of her life. It's Pink Floyd’s
'The Wall' meets a Calvin Klein ad. Drama USA

26 Covariance 
Dawn Westlake 14 min U

The Fox In The Sun
Richard Paro 10 mins 12
In this short romantic comedy, a women’s bible study
meeting takes an unexpected turn when members’
true motives are revealed. Comedy USA

Retrocognition Eric Patrick 18 mins 15
Collage of photos and audio fragments from WWII era
radio dramas combine to critique the classic American
televisual nuclear family. Animation USA

The Blossom Of Hope
Sotoodeh Yarmahmondi 10 mins U
A white balloon leads a little girl to a new friend and
they both embark on a journey... Animation USA

Steam is Steam 
Etienne Desrosiers 11 mins 15
Montreal 1952, teenager Samuel brings his friend
Julien to the neighbourhood steam bath for his weekly
routine with dad. Julien’s first time will be a day to
remember. Drama USA

1st & 4Ever Samein Priester 17 mins 12A
1st & 4Ever is a personal film which answers the
question “Can a man be a good father having learned
to be a man from a woman?” Documentary USA

By The Wayside 
Mike Cuenca 115 mins 15
Jim is a background actor hoping to make it into the
big time. His roommate is Sam, a documentary
filmmaker. When the two are evicted from their home
they meet with Dio, a homeless musician, and a
Catholic virgin named Mars. The four descend into a
like-awakening 24 hours that involve excess drinking,
prostitutes, a sage-like lounge singer and psychedelic
drugs. Comedy USA

The Rise And Fall And Rise Of
Sensational E.A.Moore 73 mins 15
This is the story of legendary experimental rapper
Sensational, who struggles to make music while
battling drug addiction, homelessness, and mental
illness and eventually triumphs over his own demons
to make his comeback. Music Documentary USA

Tension: 25 years Underground
Ruby Childs 140 mins 15
Takes you back to 1978 when an unknown musician
created a Metal Band, who became famous and
eventually recorded an album in 1986 and then
disbanded. 25 years later they reunite at a German
festival. Music Documentary USA

Sun 9 Sept
MORE
WONDERFUL
SPANISH FILMS 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

1–11pm

Swish Ana Torres-Alvarez 24 mins U
Basketball arrived to the UK more than a century ago
but still is not as popular as in the rest of Europe. With
London 2012 what can Cuoc Deng and his teammates
do to fill the arena? Documentary Spain

Iquiero Ir A La Playa! (I Want
To Go To The Beach!) 
Ana Torres-Alvarez 4 mins U
Ramses just wants to get fun but he’s not allowed.
Documentary Spain

Rfugio 115 Ivan Villamel 8 mins 12A
March 18, 1938, the population of Barcelona is
devastated by the continued indiscriminate bombing of

Fascist aviation. The refuges are afraid of something
unknown hidden in the darkness. Drama Spain

La Hora Del 1. 2. 3.
Marco Antonio Robledo 8 mins 12
Francisco, an old man about 80 years old, is sleeping
alone in his bedroom. A noise wakes him up. He gets
up worried to discover there is a stranger in his house.
Drama Spain

El Sueno Del Pez Cebra
Antonio Morcillo y Diego Gonzalez 20 mins 12
Ana has suffered a traumatic loss that has left in a
profound depression. Thus she will start a voyage
inside a world of reminiscence in which she risks being
trapped. Hence she decides to break with everything
drastically. Drama Spain

Frozen Manuel Arija 4 mins 12
Anthony Alamo has been defrosted for a job interview.
Sci-Fi Drama Spain

Etereo (Ethereal) 
Martin Crespo 26 mins 15
Thriller with fantastic touch that tells the story of a
policewoman kidnapped and her complicated search in
a maximum time of fifteen mins... Thriller Spain

Hunger (Hambre)
Mario De La Torre 9 mins 15
It’s night and her daughters are hungry. Drama Spain

Bertsolari Asier Altuna 90 mins U
Bertsolari is a journey through improvised poetry,
silence and art laid bare. The Bertsolari is the
improviser of verse sung in the Basque language. The
oral tradition has managed to evolve and adapt to the

new times. Art Documentary Spain

Old Spanish Tango / Vieux
Tango Espanol Pablo Rivas 17 mins U
Benjamin is forty years old and he is in deep trouble.
Jobless and full of debts, he moves into Monica’s, his
mother, whom he hasn’t seen in years. Not without
reason though mother and son get along like cats and
dogs... Drama Spain

Ensayo De Actores Actors Me /
Actors Rehearsal Jesus Monroy 8 mins U
Pours, wind, cold. A film crew rehearsed the scenes for
a movie. Comedy Spain

El Trayecto Nadia Navarro 11 mins 12
On this trip, Ana will begin the most important
journey, the journey to herself. Drama Spain

Undress Me / (Desviste Me)
Javier Sanz 13 mins 15
Samuel find out his partner is unfaithful. Eva knows
nothing about him, but she goes to look for him
because they have something in common: their
partners are lovers. Drama Spain

REM Maria Sosa & Javier Ferreiro 19 mins 12
Alicia and Eva are two sisters who suffer from
Narcolepsy. The two have a series of dreams in which
they receive directions to achieve a goal only known
by them. Drama Spain

Birdboy
Alberto Vazquez & Pedro Rivero 13 mins 12
A terrible industrial accident changes Little Dinki’s life
forever. Now Dinki’s fate may ride on the wings of her
eccentric friend Birdboy, a misfit lost in his fantasies...
Animation Spain

Smile Juan Jose Zanoletty 4 mins 12
Smile plays, draws and is happy. Smiling shows his
painting, but appears not to like, maybe his pictures
have no interest, or television is more captivating. But
smile will not bow so easily, and will push for his
paintings to get the smile they deserve. Smile shows
that happiness is a matter of little things, and that
nothing is easier than a smile. Animation Spain

Un Mundo de Ciegos
Octavio Failde 9 mins 18
The young Sara, who has been abused since she was a
child, is forced into prostitution by her father. Aware of
the degradation to which she is submitted, she strives
to protect her sister in the world of blind in which we
live. Drama Spain

Morbo Antonio F. Mateos 14 mins 18
A chance encounter in the elevator stirs the darkest
fantasies of a young writer, who feels himself drawn
to poetry, sex and death. Drama Spain

Dos Tristes Tres
Antonio Quiroga 6 mins 12A
Yanajido reaches adulthood. One day, while going to
visit her parents, something happens that doesn’t
make much sense. There seems to be, and there will
be adults who have suffered and will suffer “similar
situations". Can we stop it? Animation Spain

Ai Guant Tu Bilif
Daniel Valencia Ibanez 5 mins U
Smith is a humble pastor with two passions in life:
goats (professionally speaking) and contact with
aliens. In his "Area 51" particular cabin, and with
rudimentary methods try to achieve a meeting of the
Third Kind... Is there life on other planets? "The truth
is out there? Are there aliens? Escampa is late? The

answer to this, and other Pregunta more in this
tragicomic tale of science fiction... Animation Spain

BUCLE / (Loop) Aritz Moreno 3 mins 12
A man gets up and prepares coffee. A man gets up
and prepares coffee. A man gets up and prepares
coffee. Drama Spain

LA CALMA / (Calm) 
David González 12 mins 12
Jorge, an ordinary man around forty years of age,
sees how the stability of his world is threatened by a
series of past events that he believed to be forgotten.
Drama Spain

LA CASA DEL LAGO (House on
the Lake) Galder Gaztelu-Urrutia 12 mins 18
You have been thinking about leaving for years. Look
at the photo. Again. You know where it is. A pigsty.
Go. Kill him. Don't talk, say nothing. Whiskey. It's
midnight. He can't explain it. She can't either. This city
is rotten. Where is the life your parents promised you?
Thriller Spain

COPTOS / (Copts) Álvaro Sau 16 mins U
Farid is thirty-three years old. After years of living on
the edge, he left his job at McDonald's where he
worked and retired to the desert. In the arid valley of
Ryan, far away from Cairo, the revolution, the world,
he drives his tractor and prays. Documentary Spain

LAGUN MINA / (Close Friend)
Jose Mari Goenaga 13 mins 12A
Ekaitz and Roman meet in a hostel during their
holidays and promise a lifetime friendship.  But
something goes wrong. Either their life is too long, or
their promise too weak... but now they will have to
come to terms with it. Comedy Spain

LA MEDIA PENA / (Half as Bad)
Sergio Barrejón 15 mins 18
At dawn, an executive is about to shoot himself in his
office. When he is just about to pull the trigger, the
unexpected arrival of the cleaning lady interrupts him.
The executive can only manage to hide and spy on
her.  Comedy Spain

MUY CERCA (Nearby)
Iván Caso 17 mins 12
Julia has arranged to meet her partner Jaime on a
beach, who has left her some cryptic clues. Julia and
the children will follow the clues until they get lost in a
forest near the beach. During this little odyssey she
will show us the fragile link she has with reality, the
children and her true nature. Drama Spain

She’s Lost Control
Haritz Zubillaga 11 mins 15
Don't move... not an inch... don't even blink... 
Thriller Spain

ZEINEK GEHIAGO IRAUN (Who
Lasts Longer) Gregorio Muro 12 mins 12
A dangerous childrens' game will disrupt the lives of
Ander and his family forever.  Animation Spain

2 A Alfonso Diaz 4 mins 12
Olga is just the woman Jon needs for his movie.
Drama Spain

Letter To Sasha
Javier Reverte & Andoni Jaen 15 mins U
Fatma, who lives in Asuerd’s refugee camp in the
Algerian desert, will listen in TV to news that will give
her a great idea... Documentary Spain

Liebestraum N 3
Javier Jaeillo 7 mins 15
Liebestraum N 3 is based on the homonymous musical
piece of the Hungarian composer Franz Liszt (1811 -
1836). Its meaning would be “Dream Of Love”. Rodri
and Irene meet fall in love, separate and re-encounter
to discover that the dream has died. The story of a
dream, the dream of the first love. Drama Spain

Te Odio / I Hate You
Rafa Rojas-Diez 6 mins U
Sometimes it is not easy to talk about certain things
with the one you love the most. There is a very thin
line between love and hate. Hate and love are two
sides of the same coin. Drama Spain

El Padre / The Father
Patricia Venti 9 mins 18
Kristine, a 43 year old woman, returns to the
basement where her father had her imprisoned for 24
years. The event will bring back painful memories,
which will confront her with experiences that she has
never successfully overcome. Drama Spain
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Memory Victor Suñer 8 mins U
A man sitting in a coffee makes mental review of all
the failures of love. Drama Spain

Foto / Photo Ismael Ferrer 7 mins 12A
Sandra just received a digital camera as a gift. It
seems a harmless present until she reviews the
pictures she’s taken during the night... Horror Spain

Le Llamaremos Bobby
Paco Cavero 13 mins 12A
Antonio and his son, Antonio Jnr, come back from
fishing on the son’s birthday. They have an argument
because of Antonio Jr.’s wedding plans, but everything
changes after a weird incident. Comedy Spain

Bonsai Óscar Martín 15 mins 12A
The tree is a bridge between earth and sky, between
human and divine. One who can keep a tree in a
bowl, has the immortality assured. So is the art of
Bonsai. Drama Spain

The End Of The World
Chris Downs 19 mins 12A
"The Economic Fall" has brought hunger, war and
despair to what is left of society. A solitary man in
search of work and food, rummages his torn down
city, encountering other survivors of the crash. Sci-Fi
Drama Spain

Nexo
Abraham Mestre & Joaquin Alvarez 9 mins 12A
To Fran and Marta, the link between to spaces can be
something difficult to accept. Thriller Spain

Mon 10 Sept
ALL OVER THE
WORLD, AN
INTERNATIONAL
EXTRAVAGANZA  
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

The Family Matter 10 mins U
Need more info about his film. Synopsis etc. Re-entry
from last year. Apparently it didn't work.

Disha (The Clue) 25 mins 12
It’s a different sort of experience for three men - one
nepotist, one orthodox and one irresponsible-cum-
greedy. Drama India

53 Am Sonnenberg 18 mins 18

Meherjaan 120 mins 12A
Meherjaan gives away with the unitary masculine
narrative in order to usher in an emotional multiplicity
of feminine emotion and sensibility. This film critiques
certain pitfalls of nationalism that create conditions to
justify war, killing and violence. Finally, Meherjaan
attempts to offer an aesthetic solution to war and
violence by taking refuge in love and spiritual
submission. Feature Length Drama Bangladesh

Play Like A Lion / The Legacy
Of Maestro Ali Akbar Khan
73 mins 12
When Ali Akbar Khan’s son, Alam, journeys on the
Indian roads that his father travelled before him, he
struggles to preserve an old and venerable music in a
new and disposable age. 
Feature Length Documentary USA

The Day The World Came 
To An End 52 mins 12
On May 21 2011 the world would come to an end. As
we now know it was just another ordinary day. Or
wasn’t it?  Documentary Holland

Tue 11 Sept
ITALIAN NEW
MOVIE
SHOWCASE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Connect / Disconnect 
Pola Wickham & Elisabeth Lodoli 15 mins U
C/D is a visual exploration of the limits, and freedom
found within the limits of a group of people while
working on a painting project. The absence of text
focuses attention on the action and the use of extreme
close ups and a measured pace intends the viewer to
participate in the story. Art Italy

The Barefoot Humanity /
L’umanita Scalza
Americo Melchionda 19 min 12
After 15 years Rosa comes back to Calabria, to the
village where she grew up. Her first best friend, Pepe,
is a Down’s Syndrome guy who has waited for her
return for years. Now he is waiting for her at the
harbour. Drama Italy

Edison Mario Aloi 38 mins U
A family, a salesman, an anti salesman. A flat with 4
faulty electrical systems. A catalogue around the art of
selling. Dad just left, mum and daughter are upstairs.
The salesman and the anti salesman are in the
kitchen, debating about a new energy supply for
somebody else’s flat. Comedy Italy

Leave A Message After The
Tone Andrea Monasu 11 mins U
What David thought. Drama Italy

Gloved Dreams
Vincenzo Notaro 50 mins U
Mario Pisanti is a 32 years old professional boxer
from Latina (near Rome). In 2004, at the Olympic
Games in Athens, his dreams were shattered by a car
accident. After four long years, Mario is back in the
ring. Documentary France

La Terra Me / (It’s My Land)
Lucio De Candia 23 mins U
Through interviews to a writer and poet, a farmer, a
child and other people from L’Aquia (Italy), the
documentary underlines the passion that ties them to
their land and the desire not to abandon it after the
earthquake of April 2009. Documentary Italy

Baptism Jessica Lapino 32 mins 12
Five young missionary nuns in a “mission” to
complete. While inside a former mental health hospital
of Montemario in Rome, a young Hungarian beggar
will be waiting for them. Art Italy

The Escape
Iacopo Di Girolamo 6 mins 12A
The escape of a man from his own city, Naples, turns
into a surreal action, recorded in timeless memory,
with only knowledge that no idea is a bad idea.
Drama Italy

Grandma Must Get Dry
Alfredo Covelli 15 mins 12A
An old lady who owns a wine factory and fought the
Nazis in her youth, dies. Her sons come back home to
read the testament, but find bad news. Comedy Italy

New Order Marco Rosson 93 mins 15
2033, A virus wiped out almost 90% of the global
population, Doc. Van Hgirgen (Franco Nero) working
to find a cure, but discover the variation of magnetic
field of the heart. Sci-Fi Drama Italy

Wed 12 Sept
FRENCH FILMS ,
AN EVENING OF
GALLIC CULTURE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Bin Nutoh, The Painter And The
1000 Poets Emanuel Plasseraud 49 mins 12
Portrait of the Japanese painter Bin Nutoh and his
major work, 1000 Paintings about the Japanese card
game “Hyakunin Isshu”. Documentary France

La Craie Et La Plume
Lionel Retornaz 12 mins U
An empty, but inhabited, populated class of sounds,
melodies and voices. Stanislas, Ali and Margot speak
about books. I am an earthquake is one of the titles.
Every child interprets and imagines. Documentary
France

Techrodream Marcelo Paganini 5 mins U
At the beginning there was a bird. After a while he
becomes annoyed and gives birth to an egg/universe,
later he becomes hungry and eats it. Then everything
restarts. Music Videos France

Moucheron Romain Gresillon 29 mins U
Mara has a power: he can transfer his mind inside
animals’ body. But is this power able to help him to
obtain the love of Itzel? Drama France

La Double Croisee (The Double
Switch) Jean Charles Atzeni 79 mins U
Lucie and Kader’s camcorders meet each other, their
images mix together, giving birth to the film of their
uprising love story. Comedy France

Happiness ...Promised Land  (Le
Bonheur... Terre Promise

Silences Gerard Cairaschi 12 mins
The silence of the boat, the silence of the river, the
silence of the crossed cities, the silence of the
abandoned factories, the silence after the crash of
bombs, the silence of death, the silence before
disaster. The silence at the approach of the frontier,
the passage silencer of the warriors and migrants. The
infinite between two shores. Art France

Violet, The Courtesen
David Casals – Nomc 15 mins
A prostitute is working at night in her usual spot when
suddenly she is surprised by a mysterious woman.
After the woman explains to the prostitute her
desperate situation, she decides to help her to make
her dream come true. Drama France

Thu 13 Sept
ENGLISH,
INTERNATIONAL &
BERT SALZMAN  
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

Wrestling with the afterlife (The
making of the last road)
Dir Maxine Ayliffe John Wheeler 60 mins 15
In 2010, a tiny group of people in a tiny town decided
to make a feature film. This is their story.

7pm 
Ex Screen Actor Scott Antony presents three
short photo film travelogues from his extensive world
travel.

Carpe Diem A Spanish Rose
Garden 7 mins
A keen reminder that Summer's lease hath all too
short a date. Hence the title. 

In the Light of St Paul 13 mins
A portrait of Malta  and the influence of St Paul  

Machu Puchu, Lost City Of The
Inca
A journey through time as well as place. 10 mins.

7.35pm 
Oscar Winning American director Bert Saltzman

presents three of his award winning short films
including the Oscar Winning Angel and Big Joe

Our duty at PFF is to Inspire  film poets... to help open
their minds..  their  hearts. To be a loving muse, one
who points gently to images of intelligence and
beauty. This is one's sacred duty,

A duty which we (PFF –including myself) cannot
refuse. In this world of increasing sadness. We are
here ready to embrace our eager film poets... ready
to hold their hands when needed.

Film will continue to be a major influence on the
minds of humanity.  And we at PFF must be an
influencing source for our film poets. And when our
poets reach out for guidancewe (PFF) must be there
ready to help  them bring love and light into our
troubled world.

Bert Salzman

ANGEL & BIG JOE
For most of his life, Angel has been a migrant worker,
helping his family as they move from place to place
picking crops. When a phone won't work, Angel enlists
"Big Joe's" aid to repair it and from then on a
friendship develops. Joe and the boy team up to start
a rose-growing business. A call from Angel's father
comes, the family must leave. Angel can stay with Joe
and the promise of a future, or he can go with his
family and continue in the uncertain lifestyle of his
parents.

AWARDS:
Academy Award (Oscar); Best Live Action Short Film of
1975
American Library Association;Notable Chidrens Film
Award
National Education Film Festival Award
Chicago Film Festival Award
Columbus Film Festival Award

GERONIMO JONES
A young Apache boy is torn between the traditions of
his heritage and the challenging life led by his cousin,
who left the reservation to become an astronomer. The
boy is also faced with deciding whether to keep a
tribal artifact from his grandfather or trade it for a
new TV. He does the latter in order to buy a birthday
present for the grandfather. However, when Geronimo
turns on the TV, the two are instantly reminded of the
relationship of the Native American to contemporary
society.

Premiered at Radio City Music Hall in New York 

Awards:
Oakland Film Festival “Humanities Award”
Cine Golden Eagle Award
San Francisco film festival award
National Educational film Festival Award
Columbus Film Festival “Golden Christopher” Award

SHOPPING BAG LADY
Set In Manhattan's Central Park, this film is the
poignant story of a teenage girl's encounter with a
homeless old woman (movingly portrayed by distin-
guished actress Mildred Dunnock) who carries all her
belongings around in shopping bags. This encounter
eventually leads to the girl's understanding of the
problems of aging and the dignity of all individuals,
regardless of their place in society. Actress Mildred
Dunnock, who plays the homeless woman, was a
former schoolteacher who didn't begin acting until in
her 30's. She was twice nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Supporting Actress, for Death of a
Salesman in 1951, and for Baby Doll in 1956. She has
a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and died in
1991 at the age of 90. For more on director Bert
Salzman, visit www.afana.org/salzman.htm 

These are complete uncut prints provided by the
Director himself with new print title and end credits on
two of the films. Presented for his first UK Film retro-
spective in the quality the Director intended. 

portobellofilmfestival.com

8.55pm 
Question and Answer session with Bert, who has
credits for his scriptwriting/screenwriting, directing ,
producing screen acting and documentary film making
(ends approx 9.25pm  

9.30pm approx 
BERT SALZMAN and SCOTT ANTONY will be available in
the foyer/break area to chat with film makers and
interested  parties.

Question and answer session Bert Salzman
Session ends 9.25pm

Heaven’s Mirror - A Portuguese
Voyage Joshua Dylan Dellars 70 mins U
A mystically wild odyssey in Portuguese fado music
that travels from Lisbon to Goa, from California to
New England, in search of the salient fado themes: the
ephemerality of life, laments of lost loves and
longings for other times and other places. Feature
Length Documentary USA

Fri 14 Sept
MICHAEL
HOROVITZ &
SPANISH
SHOWCASE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

6–11pm

The Amnesiac’s Birthday
Jeremy Newman 56 mins 12A
This video explores New Jersey poet Terri Adamczyk’s
story of familial dysfunction and reconciliation through
the lens of manic-depression. Documentary USA

7–8pm Horovitz
introducing film clips, performing jazzpoems and
taking Q&A

Over the last year I've continued presenting Poetry
Olympics and Jazz Poetry SuperJams – of which there
is another on National Poetry Day, Thursday 4 October
at the 100 Club – see www.poetryolympics.com. On
14 June our Countercultural Olympiad levitated Queen
Elizabeth Hall, and Colin Still's Optic Nerve captured a
vintage set by the Wm Blake Klezmatrix Band
featuring Pete Lemer on piano, Annie Whitehead's
trombone & vocals and my anglo-saxophone voicings.
I'll also be screening a performance of my animated
soundpoem, A Postcard From Ireland, at the barking
mad climax of which a brown dog stole my applause.
This took place at my exhibition Upstairs at Art@42,
42 Pembridge Rd W11, where the jubilee retro of
picture-poems & other artworks 1952–2012 remains
on view by appointment (via 020 7229 7850).   

SPANISH SELECTION FROM ECAM

Agua Pasada Agnès Guilbault 10 mins U
A man and a woman meet having not seen each other
for 25 years. What could have been a story of
teenage love came to nothing. Now they meet in order
to see if something remains. Drama Spain

El Secreto Del Circo
Leyla Daruis Luis 13 mins 12A
Elena, a young trapeze artist in a small travelling
circus, stays longer than usual in a small town. There
she will experience for the first time the clash between
the stability of the town and the nomadic life of the
circus. Drama Spain

In Memoriam Carmen Bellas 12 mins U
Iván, plunged in a deep apathy, decides to investigate
the studies of a Johannes K. Sørensen. His trip to
Antwerp and the search for the scientist intertwine
with his own loss of memories. Drama Spain

Los Galgos Gabriel Azorín Belda 18 mins 15
Rafa, Lucas and Jorge, intimate and inseparable
friends since childhood, spend a weekend in the
country. After a night of partying and boozing they
decide to take some greyhounds out for a walk in the
woods. Then, due to Jorge’s carelessness, they end up
losing them. Without placing too much importance on
this, lying down on the ground, they seem to be
getting on just fine. There is laughter, an easy mood,
relaxation, until Lucas and Rafa realize that Jorge has
vanished. Drama Spain

Ojos Que No Duermen
Leonardo Santana Zubieta 14 mins 15
A psychiatrist finds out a hidden message inside her
patient´s nightmares. A message that she can only
deal with. Drama Spain

Piedra Angular
Mariola Lledó 15 mins 12A
Pablo is diagnosed with a disease that will leave him
blind. He will have to decide between letting the
disease take its course or risking an operation of
uncertain outcome. Drama Spain

Shooting The Moon
Casandra Macías Gago 10 mins 15
On July 21st 1969 the whole world watched in aston-
ishment via their TV sets how Man first walked on the
Moon, but the reality is somewhat different. One week
before, the shoot for the landing took place in a
hangar in Area 51. Comedy Spain

Son Dos Dias Agnès Guilbault 11 mins 12A
A man and a woman meet having not seen each other
for 25 years. What could have been a story of
teenage love came to nothing. Now they meet in order
to see if something remains in the present of that
which could have been but was not. Comedy Spain

Bis Nachste Woche
Irene Hernanz 8 mins 12
The clock rings but our man is already awake and
smiling. At his near eighty, he suits up, takes a chair,
table, dishes, wine and flowers. And starts a long way
to go to his date. Drama Spain

El Pela Ajos Irene Hernanz 6 mins 12A
Rubén leaves Ana on Christmas Day. Joyful Christmas
carols sound while he confesses a few nasty things that
he did. But still something left, a Christmas present
that Ana can´t even imagine. Comedy Spain

Muertors Y Vivientes
Iñaki San Román 18 mins 15
The dead men get up of his tombs. The whole city runs
to entrenching. A lady smiles in his house and takes
his car to the cemetery... Horror Spain

City Of London
Nicolas Le pottier & Fabien Le Tinnier 10 mins 12a
City of London is a raw urban portrait taken on the
spot without tricks. It forgets to document and offers a
bulimia of images telling its own story.

ITALIAN ARTIST FLAVIO SCIOLE ANTI-VIDEOS

Blood 70 Flavio Sciole 3 mins U
Art Italy

The Dark Side Of Frankenstein
Flavio Sciole 19 mins 12
Art Italy

Renato Polessi Flavio Sciole 10 mins
Art Italy

Sat 15 Sept
ITALY
SHORTLISTED &
VIDEO CAFE 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

2–7pm 

VIDEO CAFE
See page 16 for listing.

7pm

7pm: talk presenting the 
ITALYshortLISTED concept and guests

White Story Adel Oberto U 
Two gangsters are lost in the wonderful Tuscan
countryside after kidnapping a bride on her wedding
day. They decide to kill her, but nothing will go as they
planned. Comedy. 9 min.
www.cargocollective.com/adeloberto

A Trial on Monday Giuseppe Blasi 15A
Four workers of different nationalities and cultures,
working on precarious safety condition, return to work
after lunch. Social comedy. 16 min.
www.youtube.com/user/themorrison76?feature=mhe
e

Last 21 Days Marcantonio Lunardi U 
In twenty one days, Italy has seen change its political
system. Silvio Berlusconi, after 17 years of
government, is forced to resign by international
economy. Videoart. 5 min.
www.vimeo.com/36309477

Silence Angelo e Giuseppe Capasso 15A
A married couple in their bedroom. Something
unexpected will disturb their connubial place. A brief
interpretation of the homonymous poem by Edgar
Allan Poe. Suspense. 10min30. www.riff.it

7.40pm
women behind the camera in Italy/RIFF

Nilo Giusy Buccheri, Elena Mortelliti U  
An artist concentrating on her work in her workshop.
A privileged observation point of Via Fiesolana, a very
ordinary street in the heart of Florence. Documentary.
8 min. www.giusybuccheri.com

Pretexto Andaluso
Letizia Lamartire 12  
The painful tragedy of a poet from Alhambra in the
flashbacks of a magic and bewitched South. Drama. 
9 min. www.riff.it

Letter from Madras Irish Braschi 12
Rajeev, an Indian, secretly loves Fadwa, an Arab girl
who works in a pizza shop. When Rajeev receives a
letter from his parents in Madras, he decides to
declare his love to Fadwa, disobeying the wedding
arranged by his mother. Drama. 15 min. www.riff.it

Betty Boop Matteo Scifoni. 15 
“Anything that can go wrong, will go wrong”,
according to the first Murphy’s law. For Cocchi, a
young employeé, being fired is the first of terrible,
nasty, kinky and creepy things that happen to him
during one hot summer day in Rome. 
Comedy. 21 min. www.riff.it

8.40pm: break

9.00pm talk comedy

Botton Right Valerio Groppa U  
The meeting between a talkative old man and a young
door-to-door Hoover salesman. Comedy. 14 min.
www.riff.it

Grandma Must Get Dry
Alfredo Covelli U 
An old lady who owns a wine factory and fought the
Nazis in her youth in 1943, dies. Her sons come back
home to read the testament, but find bad news.
Comedy. 15 min. www.riff.it

Fulgenzio Aldo Iuliano 12 
On the altar, at the moment of taking the wedding
vows, Gioia finds out that her future husband Marco
has a ridiculous middle name: Fulgenzio. Only a
miracle could save that “Holy Match”, or possibly…
an idea. Comedy. 14 min. www.riff.it

Chasing Bobby Adel Oberto U
TV never lies! Or not? Comedy. 14 min. 
www.cargocollective.com/adeloberto

10pm 

Video Cafe – See page 16 for listing.

Sun 16 Sept
VIDEO CAFÉ 
2PM–6PM 
WESTBOURNE STUDIOS 

2–6pm 

VIDEO CAFE
See page 16 for listing.

Horovitz (by Hockney) – 14 Sept

Grandma Must Get Dry – 15 Sept



thevideocafe

POR TOBELLO F ILM FEST IVAL

Please see the festival 
projectionist or receptionist and
book a slot for the film by
quoting the number.

This is open to everyone:
filmmakers and public alike.

At the projectionist’s discretion
there may be possibllity for new
films to be brought along. Best to
get there early to book a slot.

5) House On The Moor
(Cocton Sears) 42 mins. 
Brother and sister discover a haunted house. Horror.

69) Archie And Angie
(Massimo Crapanzano) 7 mins
Dysfunctional girlfriend and boyfriend are always
running away from home. Comedy.

60) Legendary London – The
Pub Crawl (Rupert Fergusson) 55 mins
A dinking man’s quest for London’s living Da Vinci
code. Do London’s pub signs contain a hidden lost
language of cipher and symbols? Documentary.

57) Eventide (Brian Harley) 15 mins
A man recounts his father’s life. Drama

51) Jonah 
(Ewa Cichon & Kay Headley) 12 mins
We all have demons- she trapped hers behind a closed
door. Horror.

36) Deviation (Maison Shonubi) 40 mins
A group of friends miss their survival course in the
French wilderness. Horror.

32) Scotsman (Nick Fletcher) 6 mins
The Flying Scotsman. Documentary.

29) 90 Second Sex Line
(Michael Everett) 2 mins
Silent spoof about sex line (over 18 only)

24) Autumn (Nick Fletcher) 8 mins
The arboretum at Castle Howard in the season of mists
and mellow fruitfulness. Doc

20) Malton Roman Festival
(Nick Fletcher) 10 mins
A historic Roman Fort in Yorkshire. Documentary.

19) Purple Man (Nick Fletcher) 7 mins
A Yorkshire Street Artist. Documentary.

12) The Pair (Sasha Andrews) 7 mins
Two women in their 60s go out on a small unstable
boat. Documentary.

11) Women During World War
2 (Abigail Brown) 10 mins
Stella Coulling speaks of her time in the war as a bus
driver. Documentry.

146) Street Fight
(Graham & Jon William Noble) 70 mins
Martial arts film about young drug addict who wants
to turn his life around. Action.

220) Caponte (Eddie Saint Jean) 60 mins
Orwellian drama: film maker deturns to college but
who’s filming him. Drama.

207) Tight Rope
(Makalla Mcpherson) 9 mins
1 room, 3 confessions, 1secret. Drama.

235) Lonelism (Jenna Tan) 8 mins
Jack befriends a strange girl, Drama.

170) The Limelight
(John Robson & Glen Maney) 93 mins
Stand up comedian battles family break up,
depression, and alcoholism. Comedy.

88) Down The Road 
(Rob Reed & Aidon Synott) 77 mins
The fragile friendship between life long friends as they
travel across England. Comedy

102) Break Time (Stuart Parkins) 6 mins
Coffee worker questions his aspirations. Drama.

9) The Voice Of Kings Cross 
(Rupert Ferguson) 16 mins
Film profile of alternative London poet, Aiden Andrew
Dun. Documentary.

128) The Samuel Coleridge
Taylor Story (Jason Young) 35 mins
First Black English Classical Music Composer, a contem-
porary of Elgar. Animation

229) Cosplaygirl (Ami Ferreira) 15 mins
Ryan must choose between hanging out with Quen
Amidala or C3PO. Comedy.

149) In A Safe Place
(Joseph Martin) 20 mins
Evan helps Suzanne escape her abusive partner.
Drama.

98) The Latter Death Of
Descartes (Ben Cook & Brian Harley) 30 mins
Diatribe about ruined career and its parallels with the
French geometer Tomas Laurent. Drama.

7) Death By Death (Joel Reed) 15 mins
Three assassins find themselves in a deadly triangle.
Action.

113) Skipping School (Stuart Parkins) 
A school bully attacks some kids who are skipping
school. Drama.

205) Tiny Steps 
(Makalla Mcpherson) 6 mins
Coping with grief and the need to let go. Drama.

83) JH Adams & Sons 
(Richard Millen & Adam Giles) 45 mins
JH Adams shop hasn’t changed in 130 years.
Documentary.

135) The Ground Beneath Her
Feet (Ivaylo Minov) 5 mins
Zornika stood on her feet for the first time at 23, a
year later she is learning to walk. Documentary.

200) Similar
D.R. Munir 3 mins
Life by DL who has severe learning difficulties.
Documentary.

241) No Alcohol, No Risk
(Lauren Pushkin) 27 mins
A day in the life of a suspected FASD  sufferer, a
midwife and a pregnant mum. Documentary.

90) Dead Frequency 
(Rob Burrows) 80 mins
A vampire clan has assimilated into society. Some
work at a radio station, others in a hospital. Plagued
by relationship and alcohol problems, they try to
avoid government agents. Comedy.

273) Mutate Britain Under The
Westway (Hugo Levien) 20 mins
An interview with the great local artist Joe Rush as he
prepares for Glastonbury. Documentary.

27) We Are Your Friends
(Leopold Dewolf) 13 mins
A portrayal of the children of Lady Gaga, Mark
Zuckerberg, and the IPhone genertation. Drama.

44) Darkly Glass (Delphi Lythgoe) 11 mins
The isolaton that today's globalised world creates. Art.

171) The Pianist (Adam Hoare) 20 mins
Everything dances to the tune of the pianist. Drama

125) Unfinished
(Gabriella Dworecki) 19 mins
A successful novelist  suffers from writers block.
Thriller.

105) Yeah Yeah You're Right As
Always (Stuart Parkins) 5 mins
Petty arguments strengthen a couple's relationship.
Drama.

271) Verity's Summer
(Ben Crowe) 102 mins
Verity must confront secrets surrounding her fathers
time in Iraq. Drama.

99) The Fourth Wall
(Lyle Jackson) 37 mins
Two cinema attendees don't know what to talk about.
The stilted conversatio turns to film.

1716
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CELEBRATING 
50 YEARS OF
INDEPENDENCE
TABERNACLE

Wed 5 Sept
6.30–10pm

Inward Hunger: The Story of
Eric Williams
Mariel Brown 180 minutes Trinidad+Tobago
Inward Hunger: The Story of Eric Williams the first
Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago. This ground-
breaking documentary was produced in recognition of
the 100th Anniversary of Williams’ birth on September
25th, 2011. Episode 3 Power, covers Williams’ public
and private life as the leader of a young nation full of
expectations, divisions and upheavals, leading up to
the dramatic circumstances surrounding his death. 

Thu 6 Sept
6.30–10pm

SHORT FILM CORNER

Lock and Key
Dana Verde 9:41 minutes Dominican Republic/USA
On a cold and rainy night, a locksmith receives an
anonymous call from a desperate young man who
locked himself out of his apartment.

Mr Crab
Fasial Lutchmachal  8:30 minutes
Trinidad+Tobago/Canada
The Gondry-esque Mr. Crab follows Rishi, a ten year
old boy that idolizes and fears his imposing father,
who tells him stories about the crystal clear waters of
Trinidad & Tobago. Starring Vian Persad, Omila
Persad, and Ryan Singh.

Dinner
Christopher Hodge 12 minutes Antigua
Dinner is the screen adaptation of one of Tameka
Jarvis- George’s Poems of the same name. The poem
was originally written many years ago, while she
studied architecture in Toronto. Two young lovers on
their quest to get home after a hard day’s work, to
spend time with each other and have

A Bess Pelau
Robert Macfarlane 8:12 minutes Trinidad+Tobago/UK
Tough love! Sent abroad by his mother to 'grow up',
Sean quickly realizes how much he has depended on
her. He is now faced with the prospect of making his
first meal. The question is, can he do it?

Destiny
Sjoerd Oostrik 22 minutes Holland/Surinam
English subtitles
She called her daughter Destiny. Since then Cheryl’s
life has been a balancing act between her roles as
schoolgirl, daughter, mother and young woman.

Destiny sits in her pushchair while her mother, Cheryl,
waits in the early morning darkness for her child’s
father to come through the door. 

Pothound
Christopher Guinness 10:31 minutes Trinidad+Tobago
noun
1. A dog of mixed or indeterminate breed. A mutt or
mongrel.
2. A street dog frequently associated with mischief.
Pothound shows the point of view of a street dog
inrelation to the world around her.

Fish
Shaun Escayg 8:12 minutes Trinidad+Tobago
Two homeless cousins desperately try to survive the
streets of Port-Of Spain Trinidad. Thieves, by street
credit, they routinely hunt the local market in search
of unsuspecting shoppers but times are getting harder
and the pickings slim. 

MYSTIC FIGHTERS
Sophie Meyer 16 minutes 
Trinidad & Tobago/UK/France
Mystic Fighters is a documentary-based story on the
ritual of stick fighting in Trinidad & Tobago and the
power of the ancestral drum.

Fri 7 Sept
6.30–10pm

A Handful of Dirt
Russell Watson 93 minutes Barbados
Tells the story of what happens when two men are
faced with the choice of securing his own future or
repeating the betrayals of the family’s past.

The Little Boy and the Ball
Damion Marcano 11 minutes Trinidad +Tobago/USA
Taking place in the lush and diverse Northern coast of
Trinidad & Tobago; 'The Little Boy and The explores
the relationship of a young boy and his favorite
companion: his ball.

50 in Fifteen
Keith Musaman Mortent 15 minutes
Trinidad+Tobago/USA
With 50 years of being an Independent nation “50 in
Fifteen” looks at important events that have occurred
during the 5decades in 15minutes

Broken Stones
Guetty Felin 61 minutes Haiti/USA
The oldest neighborhood of the city of Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, Quartier CathÈdrale (Catheral Quarter) was the
most devastated sector in the city, it is also where the
bulk of the documentary Broken Stones was shot. The
images are amongst the impressionist moments
interwoven into the narrative fabric of this captivating
documentary.

Joyce & Herman: In Stereo
Keston Neunie 6 minutes UK/Jamaica
Joyce & Herman: In Stereo is an animated short
starring a warm West Indian couple that now live in
London. Joyce, 69 and Herman, 70 talk about their
own experiences, arriving in1960s England by boat. 

For full programme listing and MUCH MUCH MORE
www.caribbeanfilmcorner.com

TABERNACLE
POWIS SQUARE, W11 2AY

Video Cafe selection: YOU CHOOSE THE FILMS
Sat 15, Sun 16 Sept at Westbourne Studios, 242 Acklam Rd, W10

GREAT WESTERN STUDIOS
65 Alfred Road, London W2 5EU

ART, ARCHITECTURE & FASHION

5th, 7th, 14th Sept
5th September 
7:15pm

In Memory Of A Free Festival
(Lizzy Piffany) 36 mins
A gathering of locals in the hippy suburb of Moseley,
Birmingham, proves you don't need big names and
corporate sponsors to maske a Festival.

'Written in the sand' A film, hats and a
journey around Qatar by Pip Hackett - Director James
Erskine. Duration: 45 mins

Through new eyes Pip Hackett examines the heritage
of the
country.
Everything
from the
multifaceted
sky-line to
ancient archi-
tecture was
inspiration
for her new
range of hats
which graced

catwalks all over the world.Pip sees each hat as a
‘walking work of art’. This film and the hat collection
is a tribute to Qatar and a way of life.

9pm 
A Brief History Of The Arcola Cinema 60 mins TBC

7th September 
from 7:15pm

In The Dark I Sat 
(Sarah Jane Swann & Roger Simian) 15 mins
An artist and a man search for each other in
reflections, dreams and shadows.

FOUR FILMS BY JEMIMA BURRILL

Kneaded 6 mins
Woman meditates while her two small children cover
heer in water, honey and flour.

Christmas Stuffing 4 mins
The turkey is ripe for stuffing. Christmas in all its
naked glory: tucked, trussed and contained.

In The Woods 9 mins
A girl tries to find comfort in the bed department at
John Lewis.

Playground 9 mins
Artist Jemima Burrill continues to explore her
obsession with the mundane.

THREE FILMS BY BEATA MARTA RZEPECKA 5 mins
Timeless
The Sun
Flowers
Time, loght and motion explored in unconventional
and spontaneous experimentation.

Horse: A Love Story
(Eric Taylor Aragon) 13 mins
A love story set in Madrid with a strange twist of who
we are and what we are lookig for.

Song To The Siren (Savvas Stavron) 
17 mins. Love, loss, drama and grief in the first
musical set on Cyprus.

Tuesdays (Amy Hardie) 45 mins
Following a group of people at Maggie's hospice in
Dundee as they support, encourage, and inspire each
other. 

14th September 
from 7:15pm

Bathing beauties
Neil Baker & Steven Hatton - Electric Egg 
approx 30 mins. Lead Artist Michael Trainor and Peter
Fender of Lincolnshire County Council discuss the
Bathing Beauties project and the role of the beach hut
on the Lincolnshire coastline.

CARIBBEAN FILM CORNER

Tuesday 4 September
The Earl Of Portobello, 36 Golborne Rd, W10

JAPANESE BORDELLO
7pm 
Street Of Joy (Tatsumi Kumashira) 1974
Japan 87 mins
Takes place o the eve of a new law to ban 
prostitution.

8.40pm 
Sakuran
(Mika Ninagawa)2007 Japan 111 mins
Portrait of a feisty geisha basd on the Manga
series.

Plus a special after Fest
extravaganza 
at the Pop Up Cinema

Tuesday 18 September
3 Acklam Rd, W10 5TY

A NIGHT OF POETIC VISIONS
7pm
The Astronautes 
(Walerian Borowczyk & Chris Marker) 
1959 12 mins
Collage animation.

Rhytmus 11 (Hans Richter) 1922 3 mins
Abstract animation.

Ghosts Before Breakfast 
(Hans Richter) 1928 9 mins
Live action Dada.

Everyday (Hans Richter) 1929 16 mins
Money mayhem

Towers Open Fire 
(Baloch, Burroughs & Gysin) 1963 10 mins
More money mayhem with added dream machine.

Entracte (Rene Clair) 1924 20 mins
Funereal humour

Tara aka Obsession 
(Jose Mojica Marins) 1968 25 mins
Coffin Joe takes on the subject of necrophlia.

Desire (Max Ernst) 1948 12 mins
Music: Paul Bowles. Erotically surreal

Ruth, Roses and Revolver
(Man Ray) 9 mins
Echek (Adan Jodorowski) 2000 4 mins

Retro Surrreal
Meshes Of The Afternoon (Maya Deren) 14 mins
Mysterious

Inauguration Of The Pleasure
Dome (Kenneth Anger) 37 mins
Hallucinogenic

ANACHRON FILM EVENINGS
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Painting the Pop Up

Blek Le Rat
Blek le Rat was born Xavier Prou in Boulogne-
Billancourt, Paris in 1952. He is considered the
godfather of stencil graffiti art. He studied painting
and architecture. He began his artwork in Paris in
1981. Since then he has had a great influence on
today's graffiti and “guerilla art” movements, his
main motivation being social consciousness and the
desire to bring art to the people. British graffiti artist
Banksy has acknowledged Blek’s influence saying
“every time I think I've painted something slightly
original, I find out that Blek Le Rat has done it as well,
only twenty years earlier”.

Dotmasters
As The Dotmasters, Leon has stencilled half toned
masterpieces across the fronts of high profile galleries
worldwide, poking fun at the sensibilities of the art

world and the notions of vandalism. His work is
always produced with an irreverent disregard for
medium and wish for mischievous confrontation.
www.c6.org

WESTBOURNE STUDIOS
Westway Legends currated by
Carrie Reichardt

‘All across the town, all across the night, everybody’s
driving with full head lights, black or white turn it on
face the new religion, everybody’s sitting round
watching television, London’s burning with boredom
now, London’s burning dial 999, Up and down the
Westway, in and out the lights, what a great traffic
system, it’s so bright, I can’t think of a better way to
spend the night than speeding around underneath the
yellow lights.’ The Clash ‘London’s Burning’ 1976 

Renegade potter and craftivist - Carrie
Reichardt is going to present a selection of work
by artists who have all previously painted or exhibited
under the Westway.

Since artists such as Futura 2000 (then touring with
The Clash) and The Chrome Angelz first painted the
huge walls supporting the iconic West Way in the early
80s, it has been cited as the birthplace of British
graffiti/street art culture.

As a local West London artist, who co- founded the
radical  arts group - The Treatment Rooms Collective,
Reichardt has over the years worked alongside many
of these now legendary artists, having herself
exhibited at the Mutate Britain – One Foot in the
Grove exhibition in 2009.

On show will be original prints, paintings and photo’s
from Reichardt’s own personal collection of art –
including work from Zaki D (The Chrome
Anglez’s), Wreckage and Giles Walker
of the Mutoid Wasted Co, Teddy Baden,
Nick Reynolds, and many more...

Reichardt will also be exhibiting some new ceramic
work based on the radical history of the local area.

OUTSIDE IN – Urban Group Show

THE MUSE at 269 Portobello Road

The Muse at 269 Portobello Rd, London, W11 1LR  |  020 7792 8588  |  themuseat269.com  |  info@themuseat269.com

Space for expression without compromise. The gallery hosts exhibitions every three weeks from a programme designed to
include resident, emerging and established artists. Selection focuses on content rather than education or experience.

Milo Tchais; #CodeFC; Lucy Sparrow;
Jo Peel; Solo One; Thomas Contu; 
Louis Masai; and more...

Featuring some of London’s finest contemporary urban artists 

Opening Wed 5th September 6–9pm 
Exhibition 7th–19th September (Wed-Sun 12–7pm)

ART

In the middle ages the de Vere lords of
the manor of Kensington were
hereditary Lord Great Chamberlains of
England. The Elizabethan Edward de
Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford, is
thought to be the real author of
Shakespeare's works (as portrayed in
'Anonymous' by Rhys Ifans) – but he
wasn't lord of the manor of
Kensington. The de Veres were
succeeded by the Rich and Fox Lord
Hollands, who made the area the
centre of political events including the
Civil War and the abolition of slavery. 

London Fields
In the 1830s North Kensington was
almost entirely rural and Portobello
Road a farm lane, but within the next
30 years the area was part of London.
By the 1870s Portobello market's
'general London notoriety' was
established for 'cheery cries, surging
crowds and heavily laden stalls.' 

Steam-punk London W11
Literary Tour
'The Notting Hill Mystery' by Charles
Felix (probably Charles Warren
Adams), serialised in the early 1860s,
is debatably the first modern detective
novel. 

The local literary classic, 'The Napoleon
of Notting Hill' by GK Chesterton
revolves around the joker king's decree
that the London boroughs have their
own city walls, coats of arms and
heralds. 

Ford Madox Ford arrived on the hill
after writing 'The Soul of London'.
George Sims went 'Off the Track in
London – in the Royal Borough of
Kensington', into Notting Dale Laundry
Land. George Orwell set out from 22
Portobello Road to go 'Down and Out
in Paris and London'. 

The Best and Worst Streets
in London
Charles Marriot wrote in 1910 that the
Ladbroke estate gave him 'a stronger
sense of social stability than any other
part of London.' At the same time,
Notting Hill hosted the part of the
metropolis with the least sense of social
stability. In the 'Life and Labour of the
People of London' survey Charles
Booth wrote of Bangor Street in Notting
Dale: 'Here we find poverty of as deep
and dark a type as anywhere in
London.' 

?? The Worst Job Centre in
London 
The Notting Dale Workhouse at Mary
Place was renowned as the harshest in
the capital. From 1882 to 1904 it was
the London-wide able-bodied test
workhouse, where jobseekers were
forced to work, stone-breaking and
corn-grinding for 60 hours a week. 

It Happened Here
Notting Hill has been at the forefront
of the recording business since the
beginning with the Italian tenor Enrico
Caruso living at 20 Ladbroke Grove.
The Electric Cinema at 191 Portobello
Road opened in 1911 as probably the
second purpose-built cinema in the
country. 

'Rotting Hill' by Wyndham Lewis is a
collection of allegorical short-stories
about post-war life in Lewis's dry-rot
infested flat at Notting Hill Gate, as a
microcosm of the state of the nation. 

In the 50s Bangor Street was succeeded
by Rillington Place as the most
notorious address in London, following
the discovery of several women's
bodies at number 10 and the crime of
the century trial of the serial killer
John Christie.

London is the Place for Me
Notting Hill was confirmed as the most
notorious part of London with the 1958
race riots. The Notting Hell decade
ended with Oswald Mosley's fascist
local election campaign and the killing
of Kelso Cochrane on Southam Street.
Simultaneously, the area became the
hippest part of the city with the
publication of 'Absolute Beginners' by
Colin MacInnes and the accompanying
street photographs of Roger Mayne. 

In the early 60s the Notting Hill West
Indian scene was instrumental in the
Profumo affair sex scandal that helped
bring down Harold Macmillan's Tory
government. The local landlord Peter
Rachman succeeded Christie and
Mosley as London's most renowned
villain and then his former protege
Michael X succeeded him. Christine
Keeler, the central figure in the
Profumo affair who linked the scandal

to Notting Hill, became the style icon of
swinging London and the 60s sexual
revolution. 

After the 1958 riots, Claudia Jones
started the London Caribbean Carnival
in Euston. In the wake of the Rachman
slum housing revelations, Notting Hill
became synonymous with the politics of
community action against property
developers' scams. 

Hollywood W11
Most swinging 60s London films contain
iconic Hollywood W11 scenes, most
notably; 'The L-Shaped Room', 'West
Eleven', 'A Hard Day's Night', 'The
Knack', 'Alfie', 'Blow Up', 'Bedazzled',
'The Italian Job', 'Otley',
'Performance' and 'Leo the Last'; and
several local totters have a claim to be
the inspiration of 'Steptoe and Son'. 

London Free School
In 1966 the London Free School
inaugurated the British psychedelic
scene with Pink Floyd's Sound/Light
workshops at All Saints church hall on
Powis Gardens. The Free School
community action group also put on
the first Notting Hill Carnival/fayre
procession and launched the hippy
underground press.

Portobello Pop Market
Portobello must have a claim to be the
road with the most songs written about
it. The first pop song by Cat Stevens
was released in 1966, closely followed
by Billy Nicholls' and Spectrum's
'Portobello Road' songs. The most well
known is the one in 'Bedknobs and
Broomsticks' and the most successful is
Dire Straits' 'Portobello Belle'. 

Hippy Heaven W11: Tonite
Let's All Make Love in
London
As the 'Sergeant Pepper' guards jacket
craze began at Lord Kitchener's Valet
boutique at 293 Portobello Road, Peter
Whitehead filmed scenes on the market
in 'The Beachboys in London' and
'Tonite Let's All Make Love in London'.
In sport Muhammad Ali toured the area
and the England team came along
Ladbroke Grove after winning the
World Cup. 

Notting Hill Interzone A
'The Grove's just much groovier, way
ahead of other areas...' proclaimed the
Hustler black underground paper. In
May 1968 the Notting Hill Interzone
was a hotbed of student revolt, mapped
out in International Times. 

After Pink Floyd's pioneering work,
psychedelic experimentation was
continued at All Saints hall by
Quintessence and Hawkwind.
Psychedelic posters were designed on
Princedale Road, and the Middle Earth
club was on Lancaster Road. The classic
hippy novel 'Groupie' by Jenny Fabian
is largely set on Oxford Gardens. The
hippy rock scene ended here when
Hendrix ODed on Ladbroke Grove in
1970. 

The radical 60s carry on into the 70s
with the various local busts, demos and
trials of Schoolkids Oz, the Angry
Brigade, the Mangrove and Michael X.
The first neighbourhood law centre in
the country was opened at 74 Golborne
Road, and Release specialised in drug
cases on Princedale Road. 

After the opening of the Westway, the
longest elevated road in Europe at the
time, came Erno Goldfinger's equally
iconic Trellick Tower, putting the area at
the forefront of urban architecture. 

The Frontline 
All Saints Road became the epicentre of
young black London as police raids on
Frank Crichlow's Mangrove restaurant
at number 8 caused a series of demos,
trials and riots. The Caribbean Notting
Hill Carnival was established by Leslie
Palmer on Acklam Road, and the first
Rastafarian Ethiopian Orthodox church
in London was founded on Denbigh
Road. 

Basing Street became the centre of the

folk/prog/glam rock and reggae
scenes as Chris Blackwell's Island
Records studios were used by the likes
of Led Zeppelin, Jethro Tull and Bob
Marley and the Wailers. After the
Wailers' 'Catch A Fire' album was given
a rock market makeover on Basing
Street, their most successful album
'Exodus' was recorded in the studios. 

Vernon Yard on Portobello Road
rivalled Basing Street as the centre of
prog rock and reggae with the arrival
of Richard Branson's Virgin label. The
Elgin on Ladbroke Grove was the hub
of the pub/squat rock scene during the
mid-70s residency of Joe Strummer's
101'ers. The area was at the forefront
of the squatting movement featuring
the Republic of Frestonia. 

In the gritty 70s and 80s Freston Road
appeared in 'The Squeeze',
'Quadrophenia', 'Breaking Glass', 'Sid
and Nancy', 'Withnail and I',
'Sweeney' and 'Minder'. Portobello
Road represented mid-70s black Britain
in 'Pressure'. David Hockney appears
on Powis Terrace in 'A Bigger Splash',
and scenes in 'Tommy' were shot on
Kensal Road.

London SS
British punk rock began on Portobello
in 1975 when Mick Jones's Delinquents
and the Hollywood Brats merged as the
most controversially named punk band,
the London SS. The following year the
Clash formed in the market, in punk
mythology if not in reality, when Mick
Jones and Paul Simonon ran into Joe
Strummer. The formative years of
Motörhead revolved around the Alex
bikers pub (now the Gold). 

London's Burning
The Westway, Trellick Tower and the
surrounding urban wasteland acted as
the backdrop of punk London in 'Don
Letts' Punk Rock Movie' and 'DOA'.
The Jam posed under the Westway on
the cover of 'This is the Modern World'. 

In 1977 the centre of the punk scene
switched from King's Road to
Portobello Road when the Sex Pistols
signed to Virgin in Vernon Yard. In less
street cred local pop incidents, Status
Quo went round the area on a truck in

London psychogeography Portobello 2012 speed history mix by Tom Vague
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the video of 'Rockin' All Over The
World' and Queen recorded 'We Are
The Champions' at Basing Street
studios. 

Hitsville UK
In the 70s and 80s Portobello was the
centre of the music business world with
Island and ZTT on Basing Street, Virgin
in Vernon Yard, Rough Trade on
Kensington Park Road and various
indie labels scattered about the area.
Richard Branson's pop world
domination enterprises on Portobello
were more or less completed in the
early 80s with Culture Club, Phil Collins
and Simple Minds. 

The indie music scene originated at 202
Kensington Park Road, where Geoff
Travis set up the first Rough Trade
record shop in 1976. Along Portobello,
punk badges and fanzines were
produced at 286 by Better Badges.

London Calling from the
Westway to the World
The 'London Calling' album was
previewed by the Clash at Acklam Hall
at the end of the 70s, as they went
from the Westway to the World. 

The Clash were succeeded as local
heroes by Aswad, the Slits, Raincoats,
Passions, Killing Joke, Basement 5,
DBC, Lords of the New Church, Rip Rig
& Panic, Big Audio Dynamite, World
Domination Enterprises and Transvision
Vamp. On Basing Street ZTT succeeded
Island with Frankie Goes to Hollywood
and Band Aid. 

Throughout the Thatcher years, the
Carnival, All Saints Road and the
Mangrove remained at the forefront of
resistance. The Mutoid Waste Company
was founded on Freston Road. Hip-hop
first took hold here after the Clash
brought over the graffiti artist Futura
2000. Acklam Hall transformed from
the indie scene mecca Bay 63 into the
90s nightclub Subterania, where Primal
Scream went rave. 

London Kills Me 
In the late 80s Martin Amis came up
with his 'London Fields' novel, set in
Notting Hill at the end of the 20th
century. The model for the Black Cross
pub in the book was the Golden Cross
at 240 Portobello Road, which became
the Market Bar, 'the first of London's
new Bohemian bars.' 

'London Kills Me', the Notting Hill acid-
house film was acted out along
Portobello featuring the Colville/First
Floor bar. In the post-rave pub revival,
Dazed & Confused style mag was
launched from Finch's, and 192
Kensington Park Road was the media
girlpower bar. The new Rough Trade
shop at 130 Talbot Road was instru-
mental in the grunge movement and
Chrysalis arrived on Freston Road.

Notting Hill was rebranded as the heart
of multicultural London. The Carnival
took over from Rio as the biggest gig
in the world. All Saints continued to
make headlines thanks to the group as
the former frontline lost its street cred.
Trellick Tower became a pop style icon
of Cool Britannia and Portobello Green
transformed into an international
fashion attraction. 

Brit pop ended here with Damon
Albarn drowning his sorrows in the
Portobello Star. Lucien Freud's 'Large
Interior W11' sold for £3.5 million, and
Peter Mandelson was forced to resign
as trade secretary for failing to declare
a loan to buy his 'Notting Hill house’.
Banksy kept the area at the forefront

of graffiti innovation, and Damon
formed Gorillaz in North Kensington.

Babylondon W11: It
Happened Here Continued
Due to 'Notting Hill' the movie the site
of the Travel Bookshop now rivals
Buckingham Palace as London's top
tourist attraction. In the movie's wake
there was more rom-com fem-fascist
gastro-property porn, Madonna, Stella
McCartney, Woody Allen, Lily Allen, and
the Notting Hill Tories. After the
property boom gentrification of the
New Labour years, the definition of

Notting Hill changed again to not only
represent rocketing property prices but
the home of the next Conservative
government. 

Notting Hell/Heaven 
West 11
As Rachel Johnson's 'Notting Hell'
novel revisited 'the haves and the have
yachts' on the hill, 'Kidulthood' re-
established North Kensington's gritty
urban underbelly. Lily Allen's 'LDN'
video captured the Heaven West
11/Notting Hell contrast. Portobello is
once more the centre of the music
business world with Adele on the XL
label on Blenheim Crescent; and,
despite everything, there are still
counter-culture happenings under the
Westway.

London Psychogeography Portobello 2012 speed history mix  |  Vague 68  |  www.historytalk.org  |  www.housmans.com  |  www.vaguerants.org.uk 
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For further information please call: 020 8960 0996 or e-mail pff@btopenworld.com 
Portobello Film Festival, Unit 11, ACAVA, 54 Blechynden Street, London, W10 6RJ

N O T T I N G H I L L
WESTBOURNE
STUDIOS
242 Acklam Road, W10 5JJ
Buses: 31, 28, 52, 23 

THE MUSE
269 Portobello Road, W11 1LR

GWS - Great Western Studios
65 Alfred Road, W2 5EU 

POP UP
CINEMA
3 Acklam Road, W10 5TY
Buses: 31, 28, 52, 23 

TABERNACLE
Powis Square W11 2AY 

www.portobellofilmfestival.com
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